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P R O F. D R .
NG GEOK SEE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

nspire others to dream and do more.

And in doing so, you could become a great classmate. Dear
students, welcome to our first-ever college yearbook called Memoria.
The purpose of this yearbook is to help you to find past or lost college
memories after your graduation.
Crescendo International College strives to be better day-by-day
and we are deeply committed to this endeavour.

The college is fortunate to have a supportive management, dedicated lecturers and committed administrative staff who all work harmoniously to create a student-centric college. It is
natural to find in this ambience, the intensive use of thinking activities, strategies, Learning Management System and group dynamics so that the classrooms become alive and learning becomes fun.

Every experience in life will teach you something. You just need to keep an open mind and
open heart to learn and help. We urge our students to continue to make the most of their talents, to
always do their best and to realise their full potential.

The birth of our first college yearbook is a milestone that marks our growth and gives life to
our students. A special thanks to Mr. Ganes and everyone in the Yearbook Editorial Committee for
undertaking the mammoth task of producing this yearbook and doing such a marvellous job. On behalf of college we want to say how proud we are of the finished article. We really hope you enjoy it
for many years to come.

FOREWORD ...

O
G AN ESWAR A N
EDITORIAL ADVISOR

ur first yearbook! Phew! Finally.

First and foremost, I extend a deluge of thanks to the college
management for allowing me to spearhead this momentous project.
And by no means had it been an easy one judging by my recent spurt
of grey hair. Dear readers, this yearbook is an attempt to decipher
what it means to be a Crescendorian. But how does one explain such a
term to the uninitiated and to those outside of the college fraternity?
It is akin to describing snow to someone who has never experienced
that magical coldness.

Challenge accepted.
Firstly, we aptly titled the yearbook Crescendo Memoria. We only need to remember bits of
memories to bring it to life, similar to the Crescendorian spirit. Secondly, when words had failed us in
this attempt of ours, we included pictures in vivid hue to complement our theme for this edition:
mosaic frames. Put simply, it is to hold those memories in place.
Thirdly, other than a nondescript Latin word that rhymes with ‘Korea’, we widened our lenses
to capture and to reify a more meaningful facet of college life because a life without colour, blooper,
pain or past is not a life worth living, let alone remembering. Such college memories live in each one
of us - a perfectly encapsulated morsel of a stirring past that serves as a brushstroke of colour on the
grey that we call ‘life’.
To achieve the above, Memoria took 12 solid months of planning, editing, brainstorming,
compiling, delegating, learning, drawing, designing, proofreading, and every other relevant word you
can think of. It is a testament to the solidarity and voluntary efforts of countless of people in
Crescendo who came together to work tirelessly behind the scenes, without expecting any return
whatsoever. Also, without a shadow of doubt, this first edition would not have seen daylight had it
not been for the sacrifices of those in the editorial board. Here, I take the opportunity to throw down
the gauntlet to the next committee to raise the bar for the second edition.
Dear Crescendorians, when you rummage through your bookshelves long after you have left
us, Memoria will serve its other purpose: a clarion call to unite and contribute based on those glorious gossamers of past, even if they are cold threads by then. Like snow collecting, one flake at a time.
And if you manage a smile in that fleeting magical moment, then all the grey hair in the world
would have been worth the trouble.
Challenge completed.
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Y
N O R R A B I YA H
EDITORIAL
COORDINATOR

ou have in your hand Crescendo Memoria.

I am pleased to bring you the first edition of the college yearbook, the Crescendo Memoria, which is designed to support the growing community of students, academics and supporting staff of Crescendo International College. This yearbook gives an insight into the
Crescendorians’ way of life, their creativity and activities. It is a
platform that exhibits the literary skills and innovative ideas of students and lecturers. Crescendo Memoria presents the hard work and
dedication of them all.

A magazine carries the contributions reflecting ethos and aspirations of the students, faculty
and other team members of an institution. I am happy to know that CIC is bringing out its first college
yearbook this year, and I am glad to be part of the editorial team.

The pride of every student and staff would be in his/her college. A college may reach heights
of glory but without materials like a college magazine, the outside world may not know of it. The role
of a college yearbook is therefore vital in promoting what an institution offers. It brings out the open
things hitherto unrevealed. It brings to light the names of the unsung heroes and their mighty deeds.

This yearbook captures the highlights of your journey and in reminiscing your eventful voyage
in Crescendo. It is a compilation of the immense effort put forward by the Editorial Board members
and we tried to bind each aspect of our very own CIC family.

“Great things are never done by one person, they are done by a team of people”. Hence, I
would like to express my gratitude to everyone who has sincerely contributed to its production and
hope you will cherish our efforts. I wish the yearbook a grand success.

Happy reading down the ‘Memoria’ lane!
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It is my sincere pleasure to welcome our first official yearbook

FAT I N A I N A A
HEAD OF
COMPILATION

‘Crescendo Memoria’. It captures the momentous moments of a Crescendo family. This yearbook is about the hidden memory available at
Crescendo International College that is not seen by others. The
‘nostalgia’ created between Crescendo family is unforgettable. I would
like to thank many people who created the opportunity for the college
yearbook to be born and who made it happen. Special thanks to the
Editorial board for the cooperation in producing this yearbook. Finally,
happy reading to all!

Crescendo Memoria has indeed panned a constellation of

SHAFIQ

memories that possibly connects you (the reader) to those who are
dear to you. A wise man once told me that each journey we walk gives
rise to chance encounters, and each encounter brings forth a farewell.
When they are treasured, we call them a ‘memory’ and it will stay
with us for as long as we can remember. Hence, the design team will
eternally have my gratitude in making this book a reality. We hope
that it serves as a part of your life to reminisce even the littlest yet
treasured things.

HEAD OF
PHOTOGRAPHY &
ART

Let

SHAH SALLE
HEAD OF CONTENT

us not easily forget the extraordinary events and

achievements that we had accomplished. Time really flies, but we
have managed to slow it down from 2018 to 2019. I would like to take
this opportunity in congratulating the Editorial Board members for a
fantastic job in creating and compiling our “new born” yearbook. Well
done! Your contribution to the articles, activities and events are most
appreciated. At Crescendo International College, we are one family
and strive to create a more conducive environment to study, work,
play, and interact. As the saying goes, “The future belongs to those
who believe in the beauty of their dreams”. Cheerio.
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T

he start of a new thing ushers in the hope of greatness.

T AY K A I L I N
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It gives me immense joy and satisfaction to finally welcome
you to the first edition of Crescendo Memoria. Working on a college
yearbook is a whole new ball game. I have gained a whole new perspective on the yearbook process and what it took to piece everything
together. The experience has been exceptionally unforgettable and
rewarding. Overall, it does not merely involve paperwork. Rather, it is
more about interacting with people.

Isn’t it rightly said, “A flower makes no garland.” Thus, I seize the moment to thank all those
who have contributed to this issue especially everyone in the Editorial Board for their dedicated work
throughout the process of creating this gorgeous garland and also my great friends for being there to
support me. I am eternally grateful to all those who have lent help and support as well as giving encouragement to me throughout this.
On behalf of the Editorial Board, I would like to express our appreciation to the head, coordinators and students from each faculty, the Student Council as well as all the clubs and societies, for
providing such thoughtful work and content. On top of that, we would like to offer our gratitude to all
the lecturers, students and supporting bodies for their helping hand.

The yearbook is not the outcome of the effort put in by a single person, but the great effort
put forward by all true Crescendorians. While there were many challenges to overcome, this experience was remarkably enjoyable and rewarding. We sincerely hope for Memoria to become a unique
and integral part of our college in years to come.
Memoria is a time capsule that holds all the events and memories that occurred in that period. One day, someone or even you will look back in the book and want to remember those moments
in the best way possible. I had a vision and that vision came out as a book full of moments that will
last a lifetime. Advances in technology happen every day, but a yearbook is something you can hold
onto forever.
Our aim is to help you in recapitulating your journey at Crescendo. A lot of effort had gone
into the making of this figurative garland and we hope that you are able to see it for what it truly
symbolises. Cheers!
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G

reetings from Crescendo Student Council (CSC)

G. TEENESH
CSC PRESIDENT

The Student Council works diligently to coordinate numerous
events which engage the student body in various ways. In addition, we
serve as a communicative bridge between the students and administration. Activities that were organized by us included prom night, futsal tournament, mountain climbing and so on. These activities created
a lot of fun memories and valuable experience that students will always remember.

Throughout my years here, I, along with my fellow peers have created bonds which will last a
lifetime. I have met amazing people through various extracurricular activities. Every student is tested
academically, offered countless activities to suit their needs, driven athletically and taught to give
back to the community. Students who bring their skills and interests to the CIC fraternity is what
makes CIC such a vibrant community. Students grow as people and become faithful men or women
just as the college motto says, ‘Ordinary people, Extraordinary dreams’.
With great power comes with great responsibilities. Being the Student Council President, I
faced a lot of challenges, yet I still managed to persevere throughout my entire presidential term with
the full cooperation of my council members. Their support has always encouraged me to never give
up, and not forgetting the advisors’ guidance has lead to the smooth running of CSC.
I strongly encourage students to be involved in the variety of activities that organize by the
Student Council. Your support is our strength and I urge more students to join as a council member to
learn something new besides the academic which will give more knowledge to be used in future.
Lastly, participation in co-curricular activities has a similar effect and is essential to developing people
of character with a strong sense of identity and a passion for learning who will become self-confident,
connected contributors to the region and beyond.
Lastly, in true spirit of volunteering, I would like to thank the Editorial Board, of whom were
mostly volunteers from the Writers’ Club, and everyone involved in the publication of our first
yearbook for a job well done.

EDITORIAL
BOARD
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
TAY KAI LIN

ASSISTANT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
ONG XIU WEN

EDITORS
AMIRUL HAKIM
ASHVEETHA SUTHESH NAIR
CHONG CHIA HUAY
FARAH ASILAH
FIONA ANG
LAI SHU JUAN
LOA WEI XIN
MARISSA ALIA

"Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much."
– Helen Keller
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more students are engaging

the pace of today's world will

in extracurricular activities,

not be the same by the time

expressing their creativity,

they graduate, but one thing

team-working

and

is for certain: it does not only

their

emphasize on grades, but also

the

on an array of other criteria

leadership,

own

spirit

making

imprints

on

campus environment and in

ranging

from

the lives of people around

mentioned entrepreneurship,
creativity,

D O L LY O N G
HEAD OF PROGRAMME
Diploma in Business

2019

has

been

an

“Don't let the fear of
losing be greater
than the excitement
of winning."
- Robert Kiyosaki

exciting year for our college.

the

afore-

teamwork

and

leadership skills.
I hope flicking through
our very first yearbook brings
you joy, reminiscing the good
educational experience you
have had in and out of the

There have been a number of

them.

highlights that include academic

watching

field trips, Startup @ Crescendo

from

I

have

enjoyed

classroom.

students

grow

I would like to take the

quiet,

timid-

chance to thank everyone in

2019, workshops, seminars, and

looking ones on day one, to

the Yearbook Editorial Board

social gatherings.

the

and

for putting together these

these events, it has become

confident young adults by

memories so that we could all

more evident how Crescendori-

the time they graduate, if

see what Crescendorians can

ans have demonstrated a strong

not earlier.

achieve together as one.

Through all

sense of support and for each
other.

the

highly-spirited

And this journey has
been a privilege to witness

We can now proudly say

and to reflect on how we

that Crescendo has transformed

can all grow in improving

into a lively place to learn, grow

ourselves to adapt to the

and create.

Rather than just

corporate world and society

focusing on academic excellence

in general. Our business

inside the classroom, more and

graduates understand that
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responded positively to our

graduates have successfully

suggestions from time-to-

been employed by the some

time.

have

of the world's largest IT

occupied

companies (e.g. NCR and

ourselves with up-to-date

Worldline) proving that we

technologies

as

are delivering the education

robots, IoT devices, smart

which best suits the I.T

watches,

industry.

Now,

we

successfully

such

programmable

Along

SIMON LOH
HEAD OF PROGRAMME
Diploma in Computer Science

dedicated

The number of
students has
increased to
nearly 8 folds

you down memory lane.

bring

in

Crescendo

drones and etc. With the

International

students'

learning

become

even

has
more

College started humbly in 2016.

practical and relevant.

For the past three years, we

Lifelong

learning

have grown tremendously. The

and attitude improvement

number

are

of

students

has

also

parts

of

our

increased to nearly 8 folds com-

delivery. Our objective is to

pared

train our students not only

to

when

it

had

started in 2016.

with the technology related

We are lucky to have a

knowledge, but also with

supportive senior management.

skills

Not only did they fund our

success in the future.

computer lab, IT facilities and
projects,

they

also

for

them

to

be

Today, Diploma in
Computer

talented

the

up-to-date

IT

education for our children’s

help of these devices, our

The School of Computing

and

our

lecturers, we will continue to

future.
Permit me to briefly walk

with

Science
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international students from

Air Asia and Garuda Airlines

Korea, United States of

where our students attend

America and Japan so far.

specialized trainings.

By spreading their wings far
and wide, our first cohort of

All this is possible

students have successfully

because of the long-term vi-

graduated and some have

sion of Mr. Fang Kim Hui and

already gained employment

Mr Tiger Choi Sek Ho, who
have

EEZAD RAMLEE
HEAD OF PROGRAMME
Diploma in Airline Services

worked

together

Look beyond and
diversify your
career path in the
aviation industry

2015 was the inception

with

tirelessly,
the

great

cooperation of the supporting
staff, to achieve the vision
and mission of the college.
My message to the students is

of our beloved programme.

not only to be successful
with Air Asia, Malaysian Air-

academically, but to mold

lines, Scoot Airways and Jet

yourselves to be a friendly

44 international students. Since

Star

This

and service-oriented crew,

then, we have grown by leaps

achievement is indeed very

and to look beyond and

and bounds, with another 363

heart-warming!

diversify your career path in

We started officially with

Airlines.

local and international student
registering for our programme.

the aviation industry.
We

are

currently

preparing our students to

And lastly, a sincere

be more competitive and to

thanks to the editorial board

Malaysia

be at the cutting edge of

and everyone involved in the

offering a Diploma in Airlines

the aviation industry. To

making of this yearbook.

Services, or similar. With this

further this cause, we are

flagship

have

also collaborating closely

flourished to become the most

with distinguished airlines,

established and premier college

such as Emirates, Etihad

in Johor that caters for local and

Airways, Malaysian Airlines,

CIC is one of the only
three

colleges

in

diploma,

we
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working adult by equipping

equip (read as challenge) our-

them with a precise tool for

selves continuously and not

learning

is

be contented with status quo.

designed to suit your level

On a separate note,

of proficiency in English

2018 saw the departure of

and chisel your speaking

Ms. Neerosha, who I would

skills based on an online

like to credit for a fantastic

placement

work

English.

It

test

that

with

forgetting

G A N ESWA RA N
ACTING HEAD
School of Language
(English)

Basically,

we

could

When the going
gets tough, only
the tough gets
going.

colleagues

us,

and

my

not

fellow

in

the

department who have made
language learning that much

engaging.
A sincere appreciation

choose to either abandon our

to all the supportive staff and

pursuits because the path was

captures

difficult, or we could weather

and weaknesses, which are

the journey and face those

addressed in the class by a

challenges head on, and become

specially-trained

stronger in turn to face future

and also out of class thanks

humbly thank our DE students

challenges.

to the DVD pack that you

for their favorable reviews on

may use at your own pace.

our Direct English FB page, I

This rings true to learning
a

language,

especially

the

your

While

strengths

it

lecturer,

is

true

English language as it is a lingua

Crescendorians

franca, and more so in Malaysia,

mandatory grammar and

where being a bilingual or a

communication subjects as

trilingual is a norm. Here in

part of their programme

Crescendo, we have introduced

and while TOEIC is also

Direct English Classic (DE Classic)

offered

which is open to anyone – be it a

Services, these are funda-

student,

mentals, and we ought to

or

a

to

the

learn

Airline

students for helping out with
our yearbook project.
Lastly,

while

I

would also like to take the
opportunity to invite our dear
readers here to hop onto the
Direct English bandwagon to
experience the DE journey for

yourselves, and in turn, how it
could make you stronger to
face the real world out there.
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2018/2019 academic year.

adopted a partnership model

Our congratulations go to

where

our very own, Shaun Lee in

students work together to

creating history and bring-

enhance learning and thereby

ing honour to our school in

enhancing

gaining the highest mark in

enthusiasm and providing a

Malaysia for the Cambridge

sense of community.

both

tutors

and

passion,

This year we bade

International A-Level Law

farewell to one of our own,

GARY NG
HEAD OF PROGRAMME
School of UOL Law

We are the only
private college in Johor
recognised by the
University of London to
deliver its prestigious
Bachelor of Laws (LLB)
since 2003

but making learning possible.
Having been the only
private

college

in

Johor

recognised by the University of
London to deliver its prestigious
Bachelor of Laws (LLB) since
2003, we have been able to help
countless Johoreans to pursue a
world class LLB, satisfying the
first step to become a lawyer in
Malaysia.
We
moments

have
of

experienced
extraordinary

achievements, notable success
and great joy looking back at the

decided to pursue a full time
legal practising career and
was called to the Bar in 2019.
She has inspired her students
by showing

Teaching is not merely
about transferring information

Miss Zoey Poh Zee Yie who

that all our

and was awarded Top in

dreams can come true if we

Malaysia

have the courage to pursue

at

Outstanding

the

2018

Cambridge

them.

Learner Awards Ceremony.

In conclusion, I would

Bravo to Hing Yong Xin, Lim

thank all our students and

Yuen Yi, Melissa Chong, Ng

entire college staff for making

Zi Fun, Kenji Soh, Jeremy

CIC a conducive place to study

Chan and Hoh See Mum in

and work.

obtaining distinction in the

A special thanks to the

LLB Modules. Finally, con-

editorial board for under-

gratulations to all the LLB

taking the mammoth task of

graduates who gave their

producing our yearbook and

all

doing such a marvelous job.

in

overcoming

all

obstacles to make dreams
come true.
At Crescendo, we
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tions, regulatory bodies,

training young mooters in CIC.

armed

As part of the Law Society

forces,

corporate sector and non-

activities

governmental

educational trip to the Palace

organisa-

we

of

(Putrajaya),

or an academician in the

Malaysian Parliament (Kuala

education industry.

Lumpur), Seremban prison
and High Court (Johor Bahru).
Various

DEEBA MANAIN
DEPUTY HEAD
School of UOL Law

We in CIC believe that

in

shaping

generation.

We

the

next

offer

the

prestigious LLB program by the
University of London. A law
degree means the first step to
not only becoming a lawyer, but
also

opening

up

endless

opportunities and possibilities
where one can pursue versatile
career paths.
Besides practicing as a
lawyer, a person with a law
degree can work in various
capacities (legal advisor, policy
maker, enforcement officer etc)
in the governmental organisa-

awareness

campaigns, talks and trainings

“Education is the
most powerful
weapon which you
can use to change
the world.”
- Nelson Mandela

go on throughout the year to
equip

the

necessary
prepare

education is the most important
tool

an

tions, and as a researcher

Besides providing a

Justice

made

students
skills

them

with

that

will

for

the

challenges of today’s world.
teaching-and-

In CIC, we strive to

learning environment in

give a broad and balanced

CIC,

extra-curricular

range of learning experiences.

activities seek to develop

Every student is given the

the

opportunity to develop his/

conducive

the

individual

skills

necessary for students to

her

think

take

analytical skills. With this, I

responsibility, have a broad

wish all CIC students best of

understanding of the legal

luck in their studies and fu-

world

the

ture endeavours. I end with a

challenges of the working

quote by Mahatma Gandhi,

life.

“By education, I mean an all-

critically,

and

This

face

year

we

organised a moot workshop conducted by international mooters, aimed at

social,

academic

and

round drawing of the best in
child and man in body, mind
and spirit”.
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comparison to global average.

knowledge

accounting software. Trainers

tives from UOL visit our

from reputable audit firms will

campus to provide syllabus

be

updates,

special

experiences with our students,

events and hold an inter-

who might have an opportunity

change of technical skills with

for internship in these firms.

these

organise

invited

efforts,

we

could

School of UOL
Accounting & Finance

Our faculty has more than

Dream big, aim
high, never stop
trying, and never
stop questioning

170 students pursuing BSc in

Over the past year, we have

equip

students

to

evidenced

remarkable

them to be well prepared to

results from three of our students

cope with the robust demands

being the recipient of awards from

of the syllabus.

of

London

As

for

for

the

future

direction of the program, we

the 2017/2018 examinations.

intend

organise

more

an

practical activities to help our

over-statement to be proud of our

students better adapt to the

students being ranked among the

working environment upon

top achievers globally thanks to the

graduation. In addition to that,

positive passing rates for each

short enhancement courses

subject in the program we have

will be provided to enable

been able to achieve, with passing

students

rates standing much higher in

application their accounting

It

would

not

be

to

upon

graduation, enter the four top
auditing firm in Malaysia. It
infuses

motivation

and

enthusiasm in all our faculty
members when our graduates
and

exceed

the

skills they acquired here at CIC.
Here is a message to all
our

graduates,

“Chase

you

dreams, dream big, aim high,

Excellent Academic Performance in

to

students,

world, using the knowledge and

of the program and position

University

our

better

ment in academic achievement as

the

absolute

expectations of the corporate

comprehend the requirements

the

an

their

our

experienced consistent improve-

by

share

delight it has been seeing many

meet
successfully

Accounting and Finance.

to

What

of
HEAD OF PROGRAMME

different

Regularly, representa-

our college students. Through

N ATA L I E A N G

using

put

into

never stop trying, never stop
questioning

and

never

stop

learning. You can achieve whatever you want in life”.
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With focus in sub-

journey has been a most

jects such as accounting,

rewarding one. Rewarding in

economics,

the sense of knowledge and

finance,

management, mathematics

intellectual

and

our

The thinking process you

prestigious B.Sc. degree in

have undergone and the

Business & Management is

various

intellectually

should equip you with the

statistics,

demanding

development.

skills

acquired

necessary tools to join the

A L L A N TA N

The strength of our
college community is
that it brings together
talented people of
different cultures and
nationalities.

HEAD OF PROGRAMME
School of UOL
Business & Management

A warm welcome to the UOL
Business

and

challenging corporate world.
To parents and dear
students reading this, this

yearbook

provides

informative

Management

insights

into

students’ college life. Their

Studies! On behalf of all our

and with rigorous training

thoughts

and

activities

faculty, staff and students at CIC,

in

graduates

organised

both

by

I am pleased to address the

would be able to cope well

institution

and

readers of our very first college

with organisational issues

bodies. Have fun reading

yearbook.

in the corporate world. CIC

and at the same time absorb

our

will continue to provide

more about the exciting

college community is that it

quality degree programmes

experiences in store for you.

brings together talented people

for many years to come

of

and

and

this

direction

The

strength

different

nationalities.

of

cultures
Together,

thinking,

ultimately,
of

the
our

interaction in the classroom and

department is to make it

also in outdoor events has

the most preferred destina-

enriched our lives in terms of

tion for those aspiring to

sharing and learning of concepts,

walk down this path.

and

other

activities.

education-related

To the seniors, I
hope

your

three-year

the

student

Lastly, hats off to the
editorial

team

commendable

for

a

work

in

producing Memoria.
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introduce ACCA, one of the

of

leading global accountancy

qualification, students also

bodies with more than 100

have the opportunity to gain

years of history. Currently

a UK bachelors degree from

they

the

ACCA

more

than

Oxford Brookes University, UK

members

and

as well as master degree from

have

208,000

obtaining

503,000 students in 179
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A PLACE

CRESCENDORIANS CALL
"HOME"

CAMPUS

DESA CEMERLANG

SPORTS
COMPLEX

FUN FACTS
2954

number of Kimchis
served

24

annual Korean
shippings

3100

classes held

28

sports carnivals

2560

Staff on campus

32

students on campus

35

School Clubs

1500

mugs and t-shirts
printed

PRE-U

PROGRAMMES
CAMBRIDGE A-LEVEL
(SCIENCES / COMMERCE)

DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER
SCIENCE

HRDF
EXECUTIVE

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE
SERVICES

ACCA
DIRECT ENGLISH
HSK CHINESE LANGUAGE

DIPLOMA

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF LAW
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON)
BACHELOR OF ACCOUNTING &
FINANCE
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON)
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON)

HALAL CERTIFICATION
TRAINING
GOLF & SPORTS EVENT
MANAGEMENT
DIGITAL MARKETING COURSE
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
PROFESSIONAL

HRDF COURSES

U.O.L DEGREE

PROGRAMMES

HONOURARY
MENTIONS
"Studying in Crescendo International College has
profoundly changed my life. I really appreciate the high
dedication of the lecturers, as they are very friendly and
willing to share more about their experience."

Lam Yi Kun
A Level Science , Best Student

Shaun Lee Jia Xuan

"First and foremost, I would like to give my greatest
gratitude to all the lecturers for their exceptional
teaching, where I gained education beyond academic
knowledge in Crescendo. I would also like to thank
my family, especially my mother for all the support
throughout this journey."

A Level Commerce, Best Student

"The friendly attitude of lecturers, friends and their
willingness to always offer a helping hand has made me feel a
part of Crescndo family. Computer Science has enabled me to
develop good organizational skills. Moreover, CIC has proved
to be very well executed precursor in my career growth."

Chen Ting Wei
Diploma in Computer Science

"I really enjoyed studying in Crescendo as the
lecturers are friendly and always walk around the
class to interact with us. I belive what I have learnt
through this programme will bring more
opportunities for myself in the future."

Chan Chiew Hong
Diploma in Business

"For me the best part was receiving support,
encouragement and guidance from the lecturers. Even
though studying in UOL was challenging and
informative, I resolved not only to just complete it but do
it really well and I have been amazed at the results. I
could not have done it without the lecturers."

Alyssa Marcelo
University of London - Bachelor of Business and
Management (2nd Class Upper)

"Staying local but being able to enroll in the University
of London International college Program is a golden
chance. The diversity of modules broadened my
thinking and presented all the students with many
more options for their career."

Lee Poh Wen
University of London - Bachelor of Accounting
and Finance (1st Class Honours)

Gan Hui Li

"I am proud to say that I have made the
right decision by joining Crescendo
International College as this course has
boosted all the student's professional skills
and has personally given me a opportunity
to achieve my dreams."

ACCA
"The opportunities that I was exposed to is far from what I
could have imagined. The UOLIP demonstrates high
quality education in which students are required to possess
the most important criteria in doing law: crtitical thinking
skills. True to this, I found myself not writing, but thinking
all the time - be it in classes, during exams, or even my
internships in respective fields."

Melissa Chong Man Ting
University of London - Bachelor of Laws (2nd Class Honours
Upper Division)
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LOOSE
ARTICLES

An Interview with
Prof. Dr. Ng Geok See
We sat down with our newly minted CEO, a mildmannered and humble individual.
How is our new CEO like? We tried to shed some
light on his background, his teaching experience as
well as his personal story leading up to his
appointment.

Crescendo: Good morning Prof, thank you for having us. How are you doing today?
Prof: Good morning to you too. I’m fine, thank you.
Crescendo: That’s good. Ok, this interview is actually for our Crescendo Yearbook. This is our first inaugural yearbook , I should say. Yes
prof, you’ve been here for quite some time. What do you think about this yearbook idea?
Prof: I’ve been here for about two years. This is the first time I heard about the yearbook. I think this is a good practice - information and
memory can be delivered to students, the staff and lecturers. So we’ll be sharing the same pieces of information and memory even after
many years.
Crescendo: Can you share with us the type of yearbooks that you know from your past Universities?
Prof: Yes, I was with Nanyang Technological Universities for 25 years. Later on, I move on to Singapore University of Technological and
Design which is a brand new university that was set up by Singapore government and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)-a
world class University. Ok, about the yearbook, there is a department handling the yearbook probably the university admissions or the
students’ union. The staff also collect information and materials from the academics and students.
Crescendo: Splendid! That’s quite an achievement. All right Prof, coming back to you. Could you tell us a bit about yourself, during your
younger days, the little professor?
Prof: Actually, I love my childhood days. I was born in Klang and around 5 years old I moved down to Johor Bahru.
Crescendo: You’re still young prof!
Prof: (laughing) Well, not at all. I lived in Johor Bahru near the Johor straits at Stulang Laut. I really enjoyed my childhood life over there.
Before the weekends, Friday or Saturday midnights I'd always be at the seaside where there used to be a jetty. Do you know what I did? I
caught crabs.
Crescendo: Wow! Catching crabs at midnights! Were you alone?
Prof: No, I was with my cousins and brothers. I built my own net to catch the crabs which were plentiful during midnight. It’s those
small crabs with long legs.
Crescendo: So, Prof you must be a good swimmer doing those kinds of activities, I presume.
Prof: No, I can’t swim at that age. I just put my net on the seabed which is not that deep. I used dead fish as baits. It only took about 5
minutes for 4 or 5 crabs to enter the net. I think now, we can’t because it’s already polluted.
Crescendo: That’s really interesting prof., by the way, is the jetty nearby the Foon Yew High School?
Prof: Yes near by… Yes, actually I was educated there.

Crescendo: Prof what’s your favourite subject in school?
Prof: I love Mathematics and Physics..
Crescendo: I should have guessed you love those subjects.
Prof: Since high school, I joined school organised competitions for maths each year and always won the first prize.
Crescendo: Fantastic! What about computers Prof, when do you start learning about it?
Prof:

During those days, I started learning about electronics first. Computers practically were not available and most of

the time I learnt from texts. That time there was City & Guilds where they trained those whose interest is in computers or
to be technicians. My initial ambition was to be a technician in this field but after getting more inclined to maths and
physics, I think I can go far and therefore further my studies. I went to Canada to study Computer science at the University
of Waterloo. Blackberry was actually innovated from there as it used a special kind of communication protocol which only
worked during 9/11 attacks in New York City. My master is in Computer Engineering.

Crescendo: Where is your first job after completing your studies?
Prof:

I started at the National University of Singapore (NUS) from

1985 to 1987 as a researcher in image processing. At that time
Singapore was in the automation age. In other words, NUS and the
industries are working hand in hand supported by the government.
Therefore, students will be well prepared when entering the job
market.
Crescendo:

What about here in Malaysia Prof, do we have similar

activities as in NUS, in our Universities like University Technology
Malaysia (UTM) for instance?
Prof:

Yes, they do because university as you mentioned will have

fund from government and industries. For private universities, it will
be slightly challenging as most of them are not research universities.

Receiving championship shield of
intervarsity games

Crescendo: Do you think in the near future Crescendo International
College will be a research university?
Prof:

Aaaah…until we grow..yes ..of course because it will involve a

lot of money. For now, we are still a teaching college. Private
universities like MIT and Stanford in America do research as they
have supports from their Board of Trustees. It will build the
reputation of the college if we have that.
Crescendo: So, Prof, what you did after NUS?
Prof:

I went into the automation industry in an American company

called Maxtor. It produced high-end hard disk which is high density,
high grade and high volume. In this industry, precision is most
important because the disk is very sensitive.
Crescendo:

Splendid! Ok Prof can you tell us about a hard choice

that you’ve made in the recent past?

With Professor Zadeh, Father of Fuzzy Logic at
Stanford University

Prof: Ok fine, if we are talking about my job whereby now I’m going into a transition to an administrative position.
So in other words, this could be a hard choice as from teaching and research to administration. The issues and
problems are different where it is like an art in solving them. There’s no true or false because you’re dealing with
uncertainties and human. To me, this is quite challenging.
Crescendo: Ok Prof, next…. Is there anything in the past when your ethics were tested?
Prof:

I think that’s a very good question. You see, when I was studying in Canada, there’s this urge amongst

students to work there rather than coming back home to work as the income is much more better in there than
here. Eventually, you have to make an important and an ethical choice. If you work overseas you can’t apply
whatever you learn there and therefore can’t serve well back home.
Crescendo:

So you’re here, you’ve made a good choice. Ok Prof, last question, what’s your expectations for

Crescendo International College?
Prof: Oh, I want it to be progressive and be one of the premier colleges in Malaysia.
Crescendo:

Yes, Prof that’s what we all want. Ok Prof, thank you very much for being patient and spending the

time with us today. As the CEO, we hope you nothing less but the best.
Prof: Yes, you’re welcome and thanks to you too for the good questions that I never thought of .
Crescendo: Oh, is that so. No problem, Prof and thank you again.

Nanyang Technological University champion team

Conference at Cambridge University

A CHAT WITH
UNCLE ONG,
OUR HEAD
CANTEEN
OPERATOR

Crescendo:

We interviewed someone that’s
close to our heart and he is the one
and only, Uncle Ong. He’s been
with us for the past seven years serving us scrumptious dishes and
beverages.
Did you know that he started off as
a trainee cook for several years and
slowly progressed to owning his
own restaurant before he came to
our college? Here are some of the
candid texts that we gathered from
him in order to shed more light on
the ever-smiling chef.

Good Day uncle. Thank you very much for coming over for this interview. Would you mind

sharing with us your experiences in life? Could you tell us about yourself first.
Uncle: I was born in Johor in 1965. My father’s hometown is in Perak while my mother’s is in Johor and I
was brought up there at Johor Central in a Police Quarters. My dad was in the Criminal Investigation Dept
(CID). A tough and strict man, he’s very disciplined and makes sure everyone must be home by 9 p.m. or
else …(laughing)
Crescendo: Wow! There’s a lot of curfews during those days right? Tell us more about your childhood.
Uncle: Well I’m the second of four siblings and my favourite sports is badminton. I didn’t enter any kind of
competition or whatsoever as I just play for fun.
Crescendo:

Why didn’t you tell us earlier that you are an experienced badminton player? You could

become Crescendo’s badminton coach !
Uncle: No, I can’t. if I play now , my body parts will fall apart especially the steel ball in my knee socket!
Crescendo: Oh my. So how long had you been hospitalized ?
Uncle:

Only for one week and I rested and recuperated at home for about three months.

Crescendo: I see , please enlighten us a bit about it. I mean how did you get through that ordeal?
Uncle: To me, no matter what, life must go on . Even when I was resting at home, I still wanted everything
updated to me, the latest info about the canteen , advised them to be always on the ball, everything must
fulfill the standard, cleanliness, keep track on inventory, especially the life expiry of fresh product (raw
food). We must know how to deal with it. Lastly, and most important of all, customer service and they are
the students and management staff of Crescendo. No complaint doesn’t mean we are good. At the end of
the day, support from our customers is actually the lifeline for a successful business as without them, we
are nothing.

Crescendo: Splendid! That’s what they call speaking from experience . On to the next question: what’s the best
thing that you have done in your life?
Uncle:

Taking care of my family of course! They are my main priority because without them there will be no

business. That’s how important a family is. I’ve been through the ups and down in life. The good, the bad and the
ugly... I’ve been through it all but what makes me still push forward is when I realized that my family are the ones
who will be with me no matter what is the situation.
Crescendo: That’s very refreshing. Uncle, the family man (both smiling) . Ok . last but not least , the last question
,what’s your advice to those upcoming and aspiring younger generation or anybody for that matter who are
interested to venture in the business world?
Uncle:

First and foremost, you must be patient , second believe in yourself, and most important “ Don’t be

arrogant and rude”. I’ve seen bosses who are arrogant and rude failed hopelessly in their business. When they
were successful, they like to show off even forgetting that their success were derived from the customer’s support.
Everybody got their own problems but it all depends on how you handle it. Sometimes, I have to wear a different
mask at home and at work (smiling).
Crescendo:

That’s indeed a very motivating and interesting conversation with Mr Ong today. We hope it will

really be a benefit to everybody. Thank you Mr. Ong for spending the time with us. Wishing you success and
always have good health.
Uncle: You’re welcome.
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This section is an exclusive commemoration of the birth of Memoria.
Can you guess which staff these cute pictures belong to?

Guess The Younglings (Staff Edition)

“ If

you’re

wondering...yes, I can
speak Chinese ”
- Mr Shafiq

“ If you think you are too
small to make a
difference, try sleeping
in a room with a single
mosquito”

- Mr Shawn Tan

“ Seafood

HATES

me! ”
- Mr Edwin Jiheng

by Kevin Poh

ALUMNI
WHY

Distribution of oranges in
conjunction with the Chinese
New Year.

JOIN

As graduates, alumni
has a special connection with the college.
One of the main purposes of the Alumni
Union is to support a
network of former
graduates who will, in
turn, help to raise the
profile of the college.
Talented alumni will
likely have a wealth
of experience and

GIVING

‘It is when
you believe
in the
impossible
will the
possibilities
arise.’

BACK

Attending
regional
alumni events or returning to campus for
Homecoming is an
easy way to show
your support and
affinity
for
your
college—and it's a
great
networking
opportunity,
too.
Colleges always need

JOIN

Law Society Annual Dinner:
(from left) Kevin, Yaw Hon,
M. Jay, Teenesh, Adrian.

ALUMNI

US

?

skills to share with
current students via
talks and newsletters.
In certain cases, this
could go even further
with alumni offering
to practically support
students in work
placements and help
them launch their
careers. Because of
the dedication and
gratitude many Alum-

WHILE

ni have for the
college, we could be
generous with fundraising efforts.

NETWORKING

...

volunteers to work at
events, make phone
calls, or serve the
community
with
students or other
alumni. Giving your
time can be just as
valuable as donating
money—and
you
never know when a
new opportunity can

appear from such
networking.
Your
action, no matter
how small, still makes
a ripple.

strongly urge the current students who
are about to graduate
to come together as
one. Recently, our
Crescendo
Alumni
Union Constitution is
currently being reviewed by the College
Management,
and
they will give a reply

as to the directions of
our Alumni Union.
Meanwhile, we also
need strong support
from all of you, before we can make the
first step in making
our contributions towards our beloved
college.

NOW!

I hereby call on the
former students and
graduates of Crescendo International College and also those
who are about to
graduate, to join us
to build the foundation of Alumni Union.
On top of that, I

ICE QUEEN
“In whatever I pursue, I always endeavour to
deliver the best and I have branded success as
my second name.“
Never in my wildest dream did I
imagine that one day I would represent
my homeland in ice-skating, nor did I
picture myself on the podium, as a gold
medalist. When I was a child, my parents
had me start taking piano lessons but I
did not feel the connection as I have felt
with ice-skating. I fell in love when I first
stepped on the ice rink, a joyous feeling
that was beyond one could ever imagine.
I took up figure skating at the age of 6
and I have joined numerous national and
international-level competition. In 2011,
Short Track Speed Skating was first
introduced in Malaysia and it was a total
game changer for me. Unlike figure
skating, Short Track Speed Skating is all
about focus and strategy to reach the
finishing line. For as long as I can
remember, Ice skating has been my life,
my passion and joy. It has taught me
countless valuable lessons that I would
treasure for the rest of my life – the
importance of hard work, self-discipline
and dedication. It has taught me about
the value of pursuing any true passion no
matter what cost. It was the effort and
discipline that came only from a true
hunger for greatness.
It was quite difficult for me to maintain
a practice as we are still lacking in
equipment, and I have inadequate
knowledge about the sport. Korea's longheld dominance in speed skating and
champion title is not shocking. Hence,
my parents decided to send me to South
Korea for training and to gain as much
knowledge and experience.

There, I trained for more than 8 hours
of every day and night. To stay positive
and motivated is not easy, but I always
remind myself of this - top athletes did
not succeed or win the champion title
overnight. It took them years of training
and having to sacrifice their time for their
passion. Determination and work ethics
are crucial in fulfilling one’s dream.
There are going to be ups and downs
for everyone in their journey, and my
biggest downfall was when I had to
undergo a knee surgery and due to that, I
was forced to take a break for skating for
a year. Nonetheless, that did not stop me
from pursuing my dreams. When I got
back, I was more motivated than ever.

SEA GAMES glory

Golden moment

I have gained lots of experiences by
participating in numerous international
competitions like Asian Winter Games in
Japan, World Junior Championship in
Poland and the list goes on. I would say
that the highlight of my skating journey
was the SEA Games 2017 held in Kuala
Lumpur. Malaysia made history for SEA
Games for holding the first ice-skating
competition in a summer country and
being able to grab the last gold medal for
Malaysia was the cherry on the cake.
My whole journey would not be
possible if it was not for the all the
sacrifices, love, efforts and support of my
beloved parents. They have always been
my biggest supporter from day one and
my number one fan. In every game I
participated in, the moment when I hear
people cheering and the look on my
parents face, I am proud to say that I am
now living my dream, creating my own
history.
Marissa

The happiest girl
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To My Challenging
by Marissa

Little human
Your passion will be your wings
Once you learn to use them
They will set you free
Speak of your passion and dreams
To no one but the birds
They will take the wishes to the skies
And sing of your stories to the dawn
Be like the wild roses
Let others admire your beauty
As you adorn yourself with thorns
No one is worthy to touch you
If they can’t withstand the pay inborn

WHY SET GOALS?
By: Marissa

Sometimes we pick up the newspaper and read where a mother of three has just rowed across the Atlantic in a
bathtub - or we read about an accountant who is riding camel from Calcutta to Casablanca
We might ask ourselves, “Why not take a plane?”
The answer to this is… if you travel by a bathtub or camel, you arrive a very different person to the one who left!
Not only do you reach your destination knowing a lot more about stars and rain and navigation - you know a lot
more about yourself, and about your own courage and capabilities.
Buying a plane ticket doesn’t have the same effect.
When you set yourself a goal to run a business or a marathon, when you set a goal to get a degree or score well in
your finals, or to learn a new language, you arrive a different person from the one who
started.
That’s what “goals” are really about - what they make of us in the process of achieving them.
That’s why we bother.
Your neighbours and your brother-in-law might not understand this concept.
So they ask you, “Why try so hard?” ”Why aim so high?”
The answer is, “For what we become in the process”.
We set goals not for what we GET, but for what we BECOME.

DAD JOKES
Want to hear a joke about construction?
I’m still working on it.
Did you hear about the restaurant on the moon?
Great food , no atmosphere.
Why couldn’t the bicycle stand up by itself?
It was two tired.
Why do you never see elephants hiding in trees?
Because they’re so good at it.
Want to hear a joke about a piece of paper?
Never mind … it’s tearable.
What’s Forrest Gump’s password?
1forrest1.
Why did the invisible man turn down the job offer?
He couldn’t see himself doing it.
Don’t trust atoms. They make up everything.
How many tickles does it take to make an octopus laugh?
Ten-tickles.

Can February March?
No but April May .

You know what is the loudest pet you can get?
A trumpet.

What do you call someone with no body and no nose?
Nobody knows.
Why did the crab never share?
Because he is shellfish.
How does a train eat?
It goes chew chew.
What did the father buffalo say to his son when he left for college?
Bison.
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NG JING TING
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ELENA SEOW
SECRETARY

FOO JIA YI
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INTAKE PHOTOS

SEPTEMBER 2018 INTAKE

JANUARY 2019 INTAKE

APRIL 2019 INTAKE

5th OFFICERS OF
DIB STUDENT COUNCIL

ABOUT US
The DIB Student Council of Crescendo International College was established in 2017. We
help share students’ ideas, interests, and concerns with lecturers and school management.
The Student Council also helps students to develop and explore their potential abilities
through the event organizations. The members learn a lot of useful skills besides their
formal studies.

OUR COMMITTEE
President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Vice-Treasurer, Secretary, Vice-Secretary, Head of
Senior Buddies, Head of Discipline, Head of Event Organization, Promoting Officer,
Advertising Officer, Media and Communication, Head of Junior Buddies and Members.

OUR AIMS
Become student representatives of each intake.
Follow-up students’ issues.
Improve communication between students, staff and management.
Involve students to voice their points of views on matters concerned.
Raise awareness among students of their rights and responsibilities in accordance with
the college rules and regulations.
Develop personal character and leadership skills.
Create a better sense of cooperation among students, respect and value for all people.
Provide an environment conducive to educational and personal development.
Organize events for participation of students.

DIB
EVENTS

HIGHLIGHTS

TRIP
TO
MY
LIBERICA
PLANTATION
AND
PROCESSING MILL

DIB
EVENTS

HIGHLIGHTS

THE SURVIVOR 2.0

DIB
EVENTS

HIGHLIGHTS

BBQ
PARTY
GATHERING NIGHT 2019
Music band
Performance
Diabolo
Performance
Dance
Performance
Games

ORIENTATION NERVES
I was nervous and lonely at first during the orientation. However, seeing my peers
wholeheartedly welcoming all new students including me, as they were trying their best to
comfort us, I saw a new light in this study environment. When they were introducing
themselves, they showed that they prioritize and cherish their friendships instead of
focusing solely on the heavy assignments and exams. Although some of the senior
students’ tones gave off feelings of nervousness, it convinced me that they were just like
us. I was relieved that my college life was not going to be difficult nor filled with solitude as
there would be friends and lecturers around for me.
Over the previous year, I had gradually made some friends and became more familiar with
my study environment. The first lesson I had was an unforgettable experience. It was
stimulating when some of us tried to answer the lecturers’ questions as if we were
competing with each other. The second lesson I had was memorable too. The lecturer was
enthusiastic in his teachings by providing funny examples and jokes. Hence, my
classmates and I immersed ourselves in his lesson.
Throughout my experience as a student in this college, there were times when I faced
difficulties such as facing problems with understanding tough subjects as well as having
time-consuming assignments. Yet, with my supportive friends, we managed to survive the
ordeal by submitting group assignments right before the deadline. It was even more
surprising to see that some of my classmates who were initially strangers to me sharing
their notes with me. We also discussed about the scope of the final exam when the exam
was approaching. That was also one of the opportunities you can have to make more
companions for your future needs.
Apart from studying, I have also joined the student council body and hold a position of a
head of discipline. It was through the intention of gaining new experience by contributing to
the group in whatever way I can. To be honest, I am still learning from my seniors on how
to enter a business world via organizing events.
In Crescendo College, there are compulsory rules to follow in order to complete our course.
In addition, I was told that we not only have to study hard, but to study smart for an easier
life. For that, I couldn’t agree more.
by Derrick Lee Zu Yei
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SCHOOL OF
COMPUTER SCIENCE
(DCS)

DCS STUDENT COUNCIL

Yu Kwok Yao
President

Kisharn a/l Ramadas
Vice President

Tan Kar Chun
Treasurer

Sim Wei Shan
Secretary

Bryan Yong Yoong Liang
Vice Secretary

Tyler Tan Sean
Committee

Adam Lim Weng Keane
Vice Treasurer

Muventhiran a/l Selvanathan
Committee

Chua Zi Ying
Committee

student life.
We are
students of
Diploma in Computer Science.

Gathering of
Seniors and
Juniors

Halloween Night

BBQ Party

DCS Gathering

Seminar about Cryptocurrency in
Singapore

Intake 2018

Intake 2019

Computer Club
modifying
noticeboard

MPU Events
DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Home at
Crescendo
By Amirul

A door closes, and sometimes another door opens. But you can
never know what the other side brings about except to hold your
breath, and hope for the best.
It was a Thursday morning, and I felt nervous. A good kind of
nervous and also a bad kind of nervous. Crescendo International
College has a nice ring to it’s name. Crescendo as in a gradual

"New place, new faces,
and renewed resolve.
My first day in
Crescendo as a
student, an orientation
that gave the most
heartwarming
welcome I can ever
get."

increase in volume until it reaches a highest point. Such a name
wouldn’t mean anything to me before but as I pored upon the

I took his hand and told my name. He asked if I was here for the

thought, wouldn’t that perfectly describe the people enrolled in

orientation and I gladly said yes, thankful that there was

education? I gathered my will and courage, and walked to the

someone who could offer me a hand. Right then, I met my first

main entrance.

classmate, Zhen Yang, who was also following Mr. Simon. He
took us to the canteen and I introduced myself to Zhen Yang,

There lies a certain charm in Crescendo. Constituted as only one

who was surprisingly the same age as me. Soon after having

building with three floors, the building from the outside looked

breakfast, we went up to the computer lab.

clean and kept but it has a certain look that made it felt like an
institution. It pales in comparison to the neighboring buildings, its

Mr. Shah was undeniably a pleasant person to talk with. His

sister institute Crescendo International School and the sports

voice was soothing and calming. He was the first person to

complex behind it. Such a building as I looked upon it, I could only

greet us in the room. As he was just arranging something on the

feel a little bit at home. As I entered the building and get ready for

computer, we talked a little. English isn’t my first language but

my first day for my orientation, I felt that the students and staff were

conversing in it felt more comfortable. Right after that, several

pleasurable with each other.

other people joined us in the computer lab.

I made way up to the appropriate room, a room on the third floor

That was when I met three more of my classmates; Jezz, Qian

that was supposed to be the computer lab. When I went out of the

Ying and Kia Chen. Ms. Azizah was the coordinator of our little

lift that brought me up, I looked out towards the open air hallway.

troupe and is an affable person, she lectured us on how the

The view was amazing and very different. My eyes laid upon the

studies will be conducted. Mr. Simon was there as well,

scenery that splits in half, the blue sky and clouds above, and the

supporting whenever needed. The class was surprisingly small,

residences below. Trees grew down on the courtyard, and spots of

therefore it felt more personal and closed. The first impression

greenery can be seen throughout the gaps in layers of layers of

on the lecturers were impressive, they came from various

terraced house. A big water reservoir stood in the middle of the

background of education in computer science. Two other

layers. It lifted my spirits and Crescendo has already on the better

lecturers were there as well, Miss Siti Zarizza and Miss Izyan. We

side of my opinion. Walking down through the hallway, Mr. Simon

were also introduced to Professor Dr. Ng Geok See, the Dean of

greeted me and asked for my name, while holding out a hand and

our department, and he motivated us on our studies. Overall,

a smile on his face.

the first impressions were wonderful.

DCS ORIENTATION DAY

"As the orientation
came to an end, I felt
like I belonged here
more than
anywhere else."

The sports complex lies behind the main building, its white walls
resemble a volume on the inside. Part of the main walls were
made from glass, and a full set of gym equipment can been seen
from the outside. I felt this serve as a better sports complex than
any I have ever seen. Of course, Mr. Simon and Kian Meng took
the troupe in and introduced us the rooms located within the
building. The complex was equipped with a gym, a dancing
room, a big canteen and a large pool. I felt more comfortable
seeing these facilities and the way Crescendo kept everything
dust-free.
When we got back to the computer lab, we rested and cooled

The tour of the campus was the next thing on the agenda. One of

down with drinks the lecturers have given us. The tour felt

the senior students, Kian Meng, along with Mr. Simon guided us

complete and did explain most of the facilities provided to us. As

around the campus, from the main building to the sports complex.

the orientation came to an end, I felt like I belonged here more

A part of the building is mainly for classes on the second and third

than anywhere else. This small, closed circle of people that

floor, with the ground and first floor being the office rooms for the

supports each other felt much better than a class of two hundreds

administration and lecturers, as well as a cute little library that I fell

who compete with each other for first place. The small hallways

in love with. On the left wing, the hostel took most of the second

and rooms, and how everything is properly structured, made me

and third floor, housing students who prefer to stay close to the

even more comfortable. At the end of the day, my anxiety for a

college.

the

new, strange, unfamiliar place quickly dissipated away. And that

groundskeepers definitely did a very good job in keeping the place

is how I love this place called the Crescendo International

clean.

College.

The

facilities

are

very

well-maintained

DCS ORIENTATION DAY

and

ZOO JOHOR
CLEANING
PROJECT
JULY 4, 2018
Learning process is not limited to classrooms, and nowadays outdoor activities play a vital role in acquiring
knowledge and skills. Our final year Diploma in Computer Science (DCS) students had the opportunity to attend a
field trip to Zoo Johor to experience what it is like to be a zookeeper. This is part of their activities for the
Community Service subject, guided by Miss Suhaila.
After a short briefing from the person in charge, Mr. Roslan, the students were divided into multiple groups. They
were given adequate guidance in cleaning up the animal cages and also feeding the animals. Our students had the
privilege to learn the responsibilities of a zookeeper to keep the animals well-fed and most importantly to ensure
the safety of the animals and visitors.
The students learned to be mindful of their surroundings, conscious of those in need of help, humility and the
desire to give their finest effort in any given task. The spirit of teamwork from every student was evident from
start till the end which made this project a great success.

Diploma in Computer Science

Zoo Johor Cleaning Project

July 4, 2018

"Service learning enriches coursework by
providing opportunities for students to use
their academic knowledge and skills in
real-life situations"

COMPUTER AGE UPON US
The word “computer” hasn’t been what it is today.
In the 1600’s, a computer had meant to be a literal
person

sitting

around

doing

calculations

and

entering the results into tables. Quite a job it was,
but the first machine computer was invented by a
Charles Babbage in 1822 with his Difference
Engine. It had somehow resemble in design to the
modern computer where it had an Arithmetic Logic
Unit (ALU), a memory, flow controls, and a punch
card. Such as it was, it had never been fully built.
However, it does spark a certain question.

Computer scientists are the people that rule the
world today, if only because the world hasn’t lost
the Internet, or the wires haven’t seem to fit to
burst in flames. Computer scientists are the
marksmen of tomorrow’s target, the foundation of
technology beyond, the queens and kings of
tomorrow’s future, the bread that has been toasted
and buttered. If only in essence. Gordon Moore
had invented the Moore’s Law, much to his liking
that his name lives on forever, that the amount of
transistors on a circuit board will double every two
years. It has since been revised somewhat but as
technology moves on, it drives technology forward.
However, what truly shines from being a computer
scientist would always be the excitement of new
innovation in the horizon. Several years ago, if
someone has said that we would be tapping on the
screens and things would actually happen, that
someone hopefully has an insurance that covers
the asylum hospital. But now, even the seven year
old would unconsciously tap on screens and if
something

happens,

congratulations

the

child

All in all, the computer age is upon us, and it
hungers for innovation and creativity. Computer
scientists have much better prospective careers in
any industry. More or less, they will come crawling
back to us, once we show what small pieces of
codes string together could accomplish. This world
that we live in now spins around information faster
than a top, it would need people to fetch and
understand these information. Computer scientists
stand to earn much in that kind of environment,
provided you have earned the expertise. What truly
shines more than making the world a better place
for all of human kind, or possibly some selected
individuals? Not much, maybe a piece of buttered
toast

but

scientists

not
may

by

a

earn

large
fame

margin.
and

Computer
fortune

in

tomorrow’s world and time ever moves on forward.
Whatever the world may come to and life continues
on, there is no escaping from technology. We live
and breath it.

appears to know what a computer is, or at least
know what it does. Computer scientists are the
father of innovations, and the mother of creativity.
In order to solve tomorrow’s problems, we will
need people that stare at tomorrow in the eyes and
demand that it spill the beans. Students of
computer science, be it at whatever level, are
innovators, one way or the other. As a student of
computer science, you are no longer the user of
technology, you are what the world spins on.

By Amirul
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SCHOOL OF
AIRLINE SERVICES
(DAS)

DAS STUDENT COUNCIL
our vision
to be the “best student council. ”

our mission

IM JIN YEONG
PRESIDENT

jared gow

to help and encourage every student to achieve
an interesting college life

our core value

VICE - PRESIDENT

enthusiasm/ joy / team spirit

Cho KyeongWoo
secretary

Carrly Ng
vice-secretary

kim sumi

tresuarer

The student council is the leader of the students.
We are responsible to provide information or announcement
to the students and improve communication between
students and the college authorities. DAS Student Council
is a combination of the Korean and local students.
We will plan and organize events and activities
together. Furthermore, we will work as a team and
family, regardless of ages, races, religions and beliefs.
We will try our very best to ensure that all the students
of DAS will have a memorable college life.

Park Somin

COMMITEES

vice-tresuarer

Heo
miri

Priya

josh
Chin

Choi
Jonga

Ordinary People,

Zynn
Liew

Wendy

Extraordinary dreams.

STUDENTS INTAKES

intake 1804
intake 1809

intake 1904



STUDENTS

gpa 4.0
intake 1809

2018

Shin Min Jun

intake 1804

park somin

Nur Amira

liew zi yao

Baek Eunji

Park Yunha

Son YooHee

intake 1809

tan zhi hui

STUDENTS CAMPUS LIFE

Our specially designed F.E.S.T.S
(Field Trips, Events, Clubs and Societies, Trainings and Supports)
programme provides students with a balanced mix of academic and co-curricular activities
that widens their perspective, enriches their life-experience, and exposes them to the various
trainings provided by top airline companies.

Field Trips
In October 2017, we went to Desaru for our “MT” field trip.
The aim of the Desaru trip is to help the freshmen to be accustomed to the campus life.
The students visited the beaches, played a lot of team building games,
had a meat-fest (barbecue) and sat around the campfire.

Events

AIRCREW NIGHT

TEAM BUILDING 2018

Mr/Ms. Crescendo

The purpose of this event is to
celebrate our graduates’ achievements,
to bid farewell to the graduates and
to welcome the freshmen to our faculty.

WINNERS OF 2018
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Society & Clubs
The students have the opportunity to join the
clubs and societies based on their interests.
By involving themselves in these activities, the students develop
leadership skills which will be a competitive edge for their future
career.

-Korean Culture Club
-Safety Demonstration Club
-Red Splendor (Dance Club)
-Chi - Ko Club
-Chinese Club
- The Beauty Inside Club
-Sign Language Club - IN.K Club
- English Speech Club
- はじめましょう (Japanese Club)
- GTC (Go to Japan Club)
- Topas Sellconnect

Trainings
A cabin crew is required to complete an initial cabin crew training
after they have been successfully selected by an airline company.
Through our programme, the students have the opportunity
to experience one-day training with the airline company.

Did You Know ?
How to prepare for an interview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Practise with your friend as if your friend is the interviewer.
Answer the questions honestly based on your own experience.
Provide a resume with the complete information about yourself.
Improve your body language.

Things you should never do at a job interview
X
X
X
X

Forget to bring copies of your resume and important documents.
Being clueless about the company.
Appear arrogantly.
Dress inappropriately.

Things we don’t know about Korean cultures
1. Koreans are not allowed to post any violent images or videos such as guns.
2. When visiting others’ homes, always bring a roll of tissue paper
(must be rolled type) as it represents everything will go smoothly.
3. Study hours for Korean students are from 9am to 5pm and
there will be a night study from 7pm to 10pm (compulsory).
4. South Koreans are prohibited to visit North Korea, and vice versa.
It is regarded as a crime.
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SCHOOL OF
LANGUAGE
(ENGLISH)

CLASS PHOTOS
We went into a few Direct English classrooms
to capture photos in the essence of learning
English by speaking. Students enjoyed
making conversations, helping correct each
other’s pronunciation and learning new ways
to express themselves.

WRITING
WORKSHOP

Crescendorians attended a Writers’
Workshop delivered by Ms. Gina Yap,
the current outgoing President of the
Malaysian Writers’ Society.
“Good writing does not necessarily make good stories,” stressed

“Gina’s way of teaching about story telling is lively and

Gina. “I’ve met a lot of people who write well but weren’t able to

engaging,” said a participant of the workshop, Ben Lim, an A

make their writings memorable or actionable.” The art of good

Level student. “Like a seasoned soldier working on his gun with

story-telling, she added, is not just about writing good sentences

ease, it’s amazing to see how fast Gina was able to strip down a

with perfect prose and impeccable grammar, but one that is able to

dull story and re-assembles them to form a stronger narrative.

suck the readers in, making it believable and memorable long after

She shares her knowledge generously and her insight about the

the reading is done; better still, one that evokes strong emotional

world of writers in the Malaysian context was grounded on

response that drives the reader to react according to the writer’s

reality. I’m glad I get to attend such a training at Crescendo.”

intent.”
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SCHOOL OF U.O.L
LAW
(LLB)

LAW SOCIETY
PRESIDENT
VEJAY KANAIYA
LLB YEAR 1

TREASURER
WONG JING TAO
LLB YEAR 1

EVENT MANAGEMENT
DIVIYADHARSHINI KANNIAH
LLB YEAR 1

EVENT MANAGEMENT
KAUSALYA SARAVANAN
LLB YEAR 1

SECRETARY
PREDEESHA PRADEEP KUMAR
LLB YEAR 1

PUBLIC RELATION
PAMELA ANN
LLB YEAR 1

PUBLIC RELATION
POH ZHONG KAI
LLB YEAR 1

CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
YONG LI WEN
LLB YEAR 2

CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
TAN MENG KHONG
LLB YEAR 3

VICE SECRETARY
LOO YI REN
A LEVEL(APRIL)

CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
TEOH YONG XIN
A LEVEL(JULY)

CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
LAU JIA ANN
LLB YEAR 1

UOL LAW STUDIES

an introduction

UOL
LAW STUDIES

CIC Law Society was established in Sept

The

2015 by our senior Allen Li. The objective

awareness and provide opportunity for the

of CIC Law Society is to shorten the gap

students

between

knowledge, attitude, commitment and skills

law

students

of

Crescendo

aim

of

the

in

event

was

Crescendo

to

protect

to

to

acquire

International College and Malaysian Legal

needed

System. The ultimate purpose of CIC Law

Besides, it was also an action to be an

Society is to uphold justice without fear of

example

to

favour and to help to benefit the college

students

in

and community. In the first year, M Jay Raj

good in education we also do care about

was the president of the society. It was

the

then passed to Kevin Poh and Teenesh

participated

Gunasekaran in the year 2016 and 2017

Crescendo students worked together to go

respectively. Currently, the society is lead

straw-less for a week. Kudos to the Year 1

by Vejay Kanaiya.

LLB 2018 students for playing an important

other

the

create

students

Crescendo

environment.
in

environment.

Around

the

that

besides
50

event.

law

of

being

students

Remarkably,

part in organising this event.
The presidents of Law Society are chosen
through annual election.The LLB students

The

from Crescendo International College will

Society was the yearly trip to KL. KL trip is

be the voters to choose the candidate to

a yearly trip organised by the society for

be the president. Law Society of CIC are

the past 4 years. The aim of this trip is to

practising the democratic way to choose

provide the students with the knowledge

the president as the president will be the

regarding

representative of all the LLB students.

Malaysian Court system. As a part of the
event

next

event

our

students

organised

Malaysian
will

be

CIC

Law

Parliament
brought

and

the

to

Palace

and
the

The year 2018-2019 CIC Law Society, newly

Malaysian

appointed committee decided to take a

Justice located in Putrajaya. However, in

leap

forward

Parliament

by

of

to

grow

the

society

by

the year 2018 the society again came up

new,

fun

and

educational

with new idea of adding another place for

activities. The first step taken itself was a

the trip which is to visit Seremban prison

history as first time in the history of Law

and with the continuous effort and support

Society the committee organised an event

from the members the students got the

called “Environmental Awareness”. It was

opportunity

to

conducted

became

unforgettable

bringing

up

on

02/11/2018

International College.

at

Crescendo

an

visit

the

prison
memory.

which
The

students were also given time to roam and
shop around the capital of Malaysia.

UOL LAW STUDIES

all about

UOL
LAW STUDIES

As the law society committee of the term

Hence in March 2019, Law Society organised a

2018-2019 are prone to make history by

one

coming up with a lot of new and remarkable

Through this trip, the participants were able

activities, the committee together with the

to meet and have a question and answer

support

session

from

the

advisor,

Ms

Deeba

day

trip

to

with

Johor

the

Bahru

lawyers.

High

The

Court.

session

organised Moot Court Workshop. It was the

enhances our understanding on the Malaysian

first Moot Court Workshop of Crescendo

legal system as the lawyers were sharing their

International

real

College.

The

workshop

was

life

experiences

on

handling

certain

attended by 80 students from A-level, LLB

cases. Besides, we also had the opportunity to

Year 1, 2 and 3. Experienced trainers and

witness

international moot court competitors came

knowledge on the hearing procedures.

case

hearings

and

get

some

down all the way from Kuala Lumpur to
train Crescendo Law students. During the

In conclusion, the Crescendo International

workshop, students showed their potential

College Law Society is being a platform for

of becoming mooters in the future. The

the law students to experience the legal world

committee of Law Society were happy to

even before graduating. All of the knowledge

bring out the hidden talents of our young

gained

and intelligent Crescendorians.

build

through
the

the

confidence

society’ s
of

the

events

could

students

and

provide more knowledge and employability.
Besides of organising educational activities

The Law Society committee members are also

Law

in

gaining greater knowledge and experiences

volunteering events. As a significant remark,

since they play a part in organising all those

the members of Law Society gave some

activities.

Society

have

participated

contribution to the victims of Sungai Kim
Kim river pollution in the mid of March
2019. The river pollution has affected almost
3000 people living around the area of Pasir
Gudang. As our college is situated nearby
Pasir Gudang, the members knew they had
the responsibility to give their contribution.
The purpose of the establishment of Law
Society is also to give some field experience
for the students in Crescendo to understand
their career environment in the future.
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SCHOOL OF U.O.L
BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT
(BSC)

Year 3

Year 2

Year 1

UOL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS

WONG HUI XING

“Never regard study as a
duty but as an enviable
opportunity to learn to
know the liberating
influence of beauty in the
realm of the spirit for your
own personal joy."

TEOH WEI ZHE

“Success is the sum of small
efforts, repeated day in and
day out. Push yourself,
because no one else is going
to do it for you. The
difference between ordinary
and extraordinary is that
little extra.”

MPU TREASURE
HUNT EVENT

TNEMEGANAM SSENISUB | LOU

FORTUNE
HUNT EVENT

UOL | BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Business Management can be a challenge, but worry not, UOL students!
After countless research, dead mice and lab explosions,
here are our awesome tips on making you the ultimate student.
(Disclaimer: no students were harmed in these researches)

HEALTH MANAGEMENT TIPS
#1 GET ENOUGH SLEEP
Don’t overdo yourself.
It's a marathon, not a
sprint.
Get at least 8 hours of
sleep

#2 FIND A WAY TO RELIEVE STRESS

(beware: 100% focus in
Mr. Allan’s classes).

Go for karaoke, watch a movie, game, etc.

#3 EAT HEALTHY

#4 EXERCISE REGULARLY

Take plenty of fruits

Keep your mind clear for the next study session.

and vegetables.

Stay away from extreme sport activities

Avoid spicy and oily

(e.g. diving, surfing, mountain biking,

food, as well as

bungee jumping, etc.).

cold drinks.

Do some cardio.

EMIT RUOY NALP 2#

Consider a timetable, make
to-do-list, and set targets.
Set a time limit when doing past
year papers.

STUDY
TIPS

#1 PICK A PLACE & TIME

Select a comfort and
suitable place
(e.g. cafe, library, bedroom, etc.).
Find your best time, some
people work better
in the morning,
others at night.

#3 DISCOVER YOUR
LEARNING STYLE

Find your own strategies
in studying
(e.g. auditory, visual, etc.).
Find sources from VLE
(p/s: important!).

#5 TAKE A BREAK AND
SMELL THE ROSES

Take breaks when feeling tired.
Get away from your desk or
study space.
Go for outdoor activities, hang
out with friends and family.

#4 REVIEW AND
REVISE

Make your own study
materials
(e.g. note and mind map).
Test yourself when
finishing a chapter of a
subject.

#6
WHEN IN
DOUBT,
ASK FOR
ASSISTANCE

UNLEASH YOUR
CONFIDENCE!
#1 Prepare, prepare, prepare
Never spot questions, but do a
comprehensive syllabus preparation.
Concentrate on your strengths.

#3 Motivation
Gives greater self-esteem.
Practice self-confidence, setting target on
every subject in term of time basis and
chapter basis.
Discard negative thoughts within the
examination period.
Be optimistic but not too optimistic.

#2 Understand, not memorize
Clear your doubts when you have a
question on your study.
Find ways to answer your questions.
Don’t just memorize the syllabus of
subjects but try your best to understand
the content, be flexible.
Be consistence, try to focus on one
subject at one time, don’t spread your
focus on too many subjects in one day.
Improve your strengths and minimize
your weaknesses.

#4 Empower yourself with knowledge
Do extra readings, such as read journals and
magazines (e.g. Harvard Business Review, the
Economist, Forbes, Quora, etc.).

#5 Be creative and innovative
Give and read more on practical
examples from the real world.
Construe balanced arguments when
reading and writing an article.
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SCHOOL OF U.O.L
ACCOUNTING &
FINANCE
(BSC)

W E

A R E

BSc Accounting &
Finance
UOL Open Day
2019

nts
Year 3 Stude

ACADEMIC
ACHIEVERS
YEAR 1 - YEAR 3

YEAR 1:

SAMMI WONG JING LAM
“Try positive actions not only positive thinking”

YEAR 2:

LOW ZHI KUAN
“Positive thinker sees the invisible, feels the
intangible and achieves the impossible”

YEAR 3:

LEE POH WEN
“Never underestimate your power to change
yourself”

WORLD'S HIGH SCORERS
Students who had achieved excellent results in
2018 examinations.

Sammi Wong Jing Lam
Year 1

Low Pei Yee
Year 1

Low Zhi Kuan
Year 2

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
Students of UOL Accounting and Finance 2018

LEE POH WEN

ALLISSANCE GOH

LOH YIING FEN

LEE KEAT CHUN

DIABOLO
WORKSHOP
It was a fun
experience!
Diabolo
Workshop
was
organized by students of Bsc
Accounting & Finance as well as
UOL Business Management. It
was a fun experience. Students
who have participated in this
workshop enjoyed very much!

RESUME
WRITING &
JOB
INTERVIEW
PREPARATION
WORKSHOP
Workshop trainer, Mr. Alan
Tan Ee Ming, an ex-military
captain,
heads

who
the

Management
Crescendo,

currently

Business

&

Faculty

at

had

shared

some useful tips on how to
succeed in job interviews.

Orientation
September
2019

MPU
Events

Open Day
EMFSS Booth

THE NITTY-GRITTY TO CRESCENDO EXCELLENCE

WELCOME TO
STATE-OF-THE-ART LEARNING
As technology is advancing rapidly, are learning institutes
benefitting from it? Absolutely!
The students from Business & Management programme participated in a Webinar
broadcasted from London that was scheduled for 2 days revolving around Core Management
Concepts subject under the wings of Dr Katie Best, its Chief Examiner from the London
School of Economics (LSE). The webinar took the students through how business and
management subjects are delivered at the LSE and were given handy pointers on how to ace
the exams.
The students had a ball and had their knowledge on how management theories are
transferrable to real-life applications amped up. The sharpest-witted of the lot walked away
with an Amazon voucher for scoring the highest in an online quiz prepared by Dr Katie Best.
In addition, the UOL portal offers access to Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) which is an
integral component of studies. It consists of past-year examination papers with
commentaries, softcopy of vital reading materials such as case studies and answer keys to
textbook questions. On 7th December 2018, a webinar was held to get the students
accustomed to the whole lot of VLE features, taking them through VLE navigation, accessing
the online library and essential study skills.
The University of London (UOL) believes in offering topping instructional tools to the
students. They put their money where their mouth is via webinars on a periodical basis, a
suitably economical tool that is an enabler for the impartation of knowledge that boosts up
the understanding of students across the world.
By Harshini Mani Rajan
(UOL Business and Management)

Dr. Katie Best

THE NITTY-GRITTY TO CRESCENDO EXCELLENCE

Amid the nail-biting suspense while
sitting tight for their exam results, UOL
Accounting & Finance students gathered
to acquire the tools to be at the top of
their form in the testing UOL exams. On
6th July 2018, Dr Libon Fung who is the
EMFSS

Academic

Coordinator

for

Accounting at the London School of
Economics (LSE), UK dropped by our
institution to roll out his valuable cents
to lubricate the jaggy exam preparation.
Also, he made a statistical presentation
of

our

students’

performance

in

Accounting & Finance modules, including
the remarkable passing rates when
compared

with

other

institutes

registered under UOL.
Dr Libon stressed that the expansive
nature of the questions and answers
expected requires a handle on reading
materials that extends beyond those
offered by the institution. He mentioned
that time management was key to shape
up the rigorous revision of all subjects.
Not forgetting the light shed on the
mistakes

that

students

broadly

get

tipped over into like putting down
answers that speak of ‘scratching the
surface’.

With

embracing

his

revision,

pointers
he

on

all-

wished

the

students luck in committing meticulous
answers to paper.

Workshop on Accounting & Finance:
Crescendo students are given practical tips and insight
on how to score well in the UOL exams
By Harshini Mani Rajan
(UOL Business and Management )

"Time management
was the key to
shape up the
rigorous revision
of all
subjects..."

THE NITTY-GRITTY TO CRESCENDO EXCELLENCE

Melting The Ice Cube Into An
Inclusive Circle
Crescendo, methodically coupled with the reputed
University of London, is a pulling platform from
which an ocean of newbies pours in to get their foot
in the door when they step into the working world.

On 7th September 2018, an orientation was conducted to make the
newbies familiar with the institution as a whole. Besides taking them
through a briefing of their respective courses, an expansive range of
activities were in store for them to break the ice. When it came to
breaking the ice, the whole lot was divided and tasked with looking for the
person with the name assigned to them to have them mingle around.
As for the games, Movin’ On Up requires the participants from each team
to remove the cup from the bottom and place it at the top at a speedy
rate. Next up, Blow Ping Pong Ball includes cups filled to the brim with
water through which they are to blow a ping pong ball to the end. Blow
Balloon requires them to build a ‘paper cup castle’ and blow it away using
the propulsive air from a balloon. Toughing things up, the semi-finals
challenged the members of each team to pass a holed bucket of water
from back to front rapidly where the winner was determined by measuring
the water retained. The finals was shaped as an iteration of tic-tac-toe,
where the participants were to deal with the limitation of moving onelegged.
On the whole, the newbies had a ball winding in a succession of fun and
folly, building up casual conversations with those on the same boat and
taking part in boisterous activities that undoubtedly served as proper
welcome to the college life.
By Harshini Mani Rajan
(UOL Business and Management)
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SCHOOL OF
PRE-U STUDIES
(A-LEVEL)

A Level Science 2018

A peak into what it
looks
like
during
class session

A Level Commerce 2018

A photoshoot taken in the
campus

Field trip to
My Liberica
coffee plantation

A Level Commerce July 2018

Students of
A Level
Commerce
July 2018
intake

Orientation July 2018
“ R E A L - L I F E M O N O P O LY ”

The first day of college is the first start of a whole new chapter in
everyone’s life. Orientation is definitely a golden opportunity for
freshmen to get acquainted with their new school and meet other
students.
Arrival of the freshmen were welcomed cordially by the
student ushers. The program was started with a briefing by Miss
Amy, the A-Level program coordinator. The freshmen were introduced to their new “home” as well as its rules and expectations.
After some ice breaking sessions, the freshmen had
lunch in the cafeteria. With the fulfilled appetite, the freshmen
were ready to start an interesting “Real-life Monopoly” game.
There were a series of fun and entertaining station games. They
grabbed every opportunity to earn “money” in order to become
the “richest man”. It was pleased to see the freshmen enjoying the
game very much.
Last but not least, the prize giving session was held.
Before leaving, all the organizers and freshmen had taken a group
photo. Overall, the orientation program was a success and the
freshmen had a whale of time.
As cited by Claire Fagin, “knowledge will bring you the
opportunity to make a difference”. We hope that the freshmen
would study hard and overcome the obstacles during the school
year in order to achieve their goals.
By Tay Kai Lin

A lot of activities are prepared

A-Level Science
By Jacqui and Kai Lin

Coffee is also known as a cup of
Joe, which is one of the most
common beverages nowadays.
Our A-Level students were gifted
with a golden opportunity to visit
My Liberica Coffee Plantation to
learn and experience how coffee
is made from scratch. My Liberica
is the only Liberica coffee bean
producer in Malaysia. It is a family
business that takes full control
from farm to cup, producing the
best quality Liberica coffee beans.

The trip took place on 10th July 2018.
The students left the college at 8
o’clock in the morning. As soon as the
students reached the coffee plantation, they were warmly welcomed by
the person-in-charge, Mr. Bryan. The
students were allowed to observe the
process of producing coffee beans at a
very close distance. Liberica coffee is
not as easily made as how many people would think. It requires a complex
series of steps to make just one cup of
coffee.
Through the sorting and
grading of the coffee beans, the coffee
beans are depulped, demucilaged and
dried. Lastly, after the beans are once
again graded and size screened, they
are packaged into small boxes. The
teachers and students also had the
chance to enjoy a cup of fragrant
coffee in the elegant and wellfurnished café while watching a video
about the coffee plantation.

Before leaving, Mr. Bryan offered some
coffee seedlings to the teachers and students. Overall, they had a great and fun time
at the coffee plantation.

The last lab tour was to the Production Lab
where its focus is not only on doing research
but also, working with the community to
promote Science and Technology.

The second destination was Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) in Skudai,
Johor. The trip to UTM is an extraordinary
opportunity for the students to get a
glimpse of some interesting Science laboratories. After a short briefing from the person
-in-charge, Mr. Shabudin, the head of the
Aeronautics Lab, we visited the wind tunnel.
The most expensive part in the wind tunnel
is the test section, where models are put
inside to observe the effects on different
wind speeds on them. Interestingly, some of
the students were given a chance to experience the strong wind in the test chamber.

The visit to UTM had been an
extraordinary opportunity for the students
to widen their perspective on engineering.
They had not only gained knowledge about
how to be an engineer but also the significance of engineers today as they impact the
world with new innovations.

Next, they continued to the Marine Technology Lab which comprises of a
120 meter long towing tank, where ships are
commonly tested for resistance. Besides,
there are workshops where the ships are
built. From this, it can be learnt that every
step is carried out meticulously with precise
measurements for a successful ship model.

A-Level Science
By Jacqui and Kai Lin

MY LIBERICA
COFFEE PLANTATION
A-Level students visited My Liberica Coffee Plantation in Johor Bahru
to get exposure on the process of coffee production.

Audio & Speech
Artificial Intelligence Talk
By Tay Kai Lin

Students attended a talk by Professor Ian Mcloughlin
from University of Kent to have a deeper understanding of
audio and speech artificial intelligence.
Nowadays, artificial
intelligence (AI) has
become a highly discussed topic around
the world and is
hitting all sorts of
headlines.
On 25th July
2018, the students
had the privilege to
attend an informative
talk presented by Professor Ian Mcloughlin
from University of
Kent in our school
lecture hall. Professor
Ian McLoughlin is a
highly
experienced
“real-world” industry
academician
who
used to work in the
field of electronic
R&D in Singapore,

New Zealand and China.
During
the
one-hour talk, he had
shared his career experience and how he
became involved in
cutting-edge A.I. research. The valuable
tips about the future
of A.I. in audio and
speech were discussed too. On top of
that, a number of interesting and challenging
questions
raised by the students
were answered by
the speaker profusely.
Overall, both the
speaker and students

Professor Ian Mcloughlin
from University of Kent as
the speaker.

had an enjoyable and
inspiring hour. Our
students
benefited
greatly through this
talk.
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Crescendo
Student Council
A student council also known as an associated student body helps to
share students’ ideas, interests, and concerns with lecturers and the management of
college. We often help raising funds for college activities as well as the clubs and
societies in college. Besides, we involve in social events, community projects, and
helping people in need.
A student council’s aims are to solve all the problems regarding students, improve
the communication between students, staff and management. We hope that the
existence of us benefits the future of the college and students. The student council
works mainly due to the unity of President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and
all the members. The president is normally elected by the college students through a
voting session. Every October, an election will be held to determine a new leader of
the student council.
Crescendo Student Council, as known as CSC, was established in October 2016.
The very first President was Mr. M. Jay Raj who also known as the founder of this
council. Followed by his successor, Mr. Chin Yaw Hon. And currently the position is
held by Mr. Teenesh Gunasekaran. These are the leaders who strive really hard with
their committed council members for the betterment of the students in our college.

September 2018 seemed to be an end
for CSC, yet it was a new phase for
Crescendorians.
In what way? By enlisting potential
freshman to endorse student council
moves even forward than before!

Crescendo
Student Council
Presidential
Election 2018

In the midst of September, a recruitment poster for candidates who keen to run for president has
been posted around college and shared via social media platform. Countless of response and
inquiries from inspired and passionate candidates were received by election committee
throughout the whole week.
To let Crescendorians to acquaint themselves with our shortlisted applicants who were Teenesh
A/L Gunasekaran, Ben Lim Yan Bin, Ch’ng Ying Zhe and Ng Rui An, each of the candidate was
requested to compose a short video to showcase themselves comprising with their strength and
thoughts towards CSC’s future. Those appealing videos have been extensively shared through
CSC’s Facebook page and being displayed at the lobby as soon as the election day was around
the corner.

Surprisingly, every Crescendorian
around the campus was raring to
cast a vote for their preferable
candidate on the election days
which were held on 11th and 12th
of October 2018 (Thursday and
Friday). Those ballots which had
been cast into the ballot box had
determined the future of new CSC
organization.
To all of the voters and everyone
in between who have exercised
their rights in the best interest of
student welfare in CIC, your
decision to cast the vote is
inscribed on the mind.

All the vote count had been done by one of the upper committee member with the presence
of President of CSC 2018, potential candidates and some Crescendorians as witnesses. This
impartial and equitable election had officially come to the end with the result of Teenesh
and Ben, who had been elected as the President and Vice President (VP) of Crescendo
Student Council (CSC) in 2019!

Finally yet importantly, the utmost gratitude has been expressed to
upper committee members who took initiative to make the election
happen as their efforts and hard works have achieved tremendous
successes in this CSC presidential election 2018.

By Kelvin Lim Hong Soon & Chan Yi Lin

CRESCENDO
INTERNATIONAL
COLLEGE

OPEN
DA Y

On the 27th of March 2019, Crescendo
International College held its Open Day to
the public with the aim to expose the public
on information about studying at the college
and courses provided by our college. Other
than that, the college had also invited local
and foreign universities to come to the Open
Day for an Education Exhibition.

Food trucks were also invited to offer a
variety of scrumptious food and drinks to
our students and the visitors. Crescendo
Student Council recruited some volunteers
to give assistance to the staff to handle the
visitors to our college.

The volunteers gathered at the lobby to help
set-up the registration counter and to show
the people from universities their way to
their respective booths in the exhibition.
Volunteers also helped set up a photo booth
at the lobby as an attraction for the visitors
to take pictures of their visits.

Some visitors who had already arrived were
given a tour around the campus by our
volunteers and student ambassadors. Some
interested visitors were introduced to the
courses and the college life in Crescendo
International

College

by

our

Marketing

Department. An introductory video about
the college was also played at Hall 1 for our
visitors throughout the day.

2019
OPEN DAY

By

lunchtime,

visitors

flocked

into

the

college as the number of visitors peaked
during that time. The volunteers did a
spectacular job on guiding their way in the
college and interacting with them by sharing
their personal stories about life in our
college.
The visitors who were at the exhibition
listened attentively as the staff introduced
each courses with detail to them at their
respective booths.
Hungry visitors and students could not
withstand the lure of the delicious aroma
spread around the campus by food trucks
that

sold

a

plethora

refreshing drinks.

of

cuisines

and

Around 3:30 P.M, as the number of visitors
slowly dwindled to a few, our volunteers began
to wrap up for the day with their last visitors.
The volunteers helped to clean up the venue that
was decorated by balloons and signature bluewhite coloured decorations.
We hope our volunteers had provided assistance
to the Open Day to our college and had carried
out their duties responsibly. We also wish that
through our Open Day, more students are
interested to enrol into Crescendo International
College to join our big family of Crescendorians.
It was one of the many eye-opening and fun
experience for our volunteers in their college
lives.

IT WAS A FUN DAY !

Ang Pow Hunt
CALLIGRAPHY . WISHING TREE

On 30th of January 2019, Crescendo International
College celebrated Chinese New Year with the
annual event, Ang Pow Hunt.

"A New Year rich with blessings
of love, joy, warmth and
laughter."

The Ang Pow Hunt event was open to all students and staff of Crescendo International College.
Participants of the Ang Pow Hunt have to search for the Ang Pows (or red packets) hidden in every
nook and cranny of our campus, and the lucky ones who finds the auspicious red packets with
specific markings have a chance to win prizes.
Other than the festive themed treasure hunt, other events that are synonymous with Chinese New
Year were also organised by the Crescendo Student Council, such as Calligraphy Activity and the
Wishing Tree Activity.

The event began at the start of the study day, where members of the Crescendo Student
Council members encouraged all Crescendorians to search high and low for the Ang Pows
as some members set up the claiming counter at the lobby.
Before starting their first class of the day, students rushed to every corner of the campus to
find the Ang Pows, with some even willing to get their hands dirty to grab a hold of one of
the many red packets masked from plain sight around the campus.
Some succeeded, while some remain clueless of the whereabouts of any Ang Pow, leaving
them to wait for their class break to continue on their adventure to hunt for their prizes.

The Calligraphy Activity and Wishing Tree Activity was
set up at the common area and it attracted some
talented students who gracefully wrote Chinese New
Year phrases and quotes with their calligraphy skills.

As Chinese New Year song echoes around the campus, participants of the Ang Pow Hunt scurry
around the area with determination, hoping to earn a prize of their own, no matter small or large.
While some students stay in the common area, writing blessings on colourful pieces of paper, for it to
be tied to the big tree in the field of our campus, wishing it will harbour in peace and harmony for our
community.

At 4:15 P.M, the new year event had come
to a close. Ang Pows that were unable to
hide from the determined participants bid
farewell

to

untouched.
awarded

the
The

RM88,

other

Top
RM50

3

Ang

Pows

prizes,

which

and

RM30,

were

won by Ng Jing Ting, Gow Jia Le, and Kim
Hye Ji respectively. The other winners
were gifted a small packet of snacks.

Student Council members also attached the wishing papers filled with blessings to the trees near
the common area. The papers were displayed over the weekend and filled the campus with a
festive atmosphere.

The event had also achieved its aim of engaging students of different courses together to learn
more about Chinese New Year culture. The Crescendo Student Council hope that students have
created some wonderful memories throughout this event and we look forward to bring the
atmosphere of festivity back to the campus again.

BADMINTON
COMPETITION
MIXED DOUBLES . MEN'S DOUBLES

"Victory is in the quality of
the competiton, not just
the final score. "
Mike Marshall

On 17th and 18th of January 2019, the Crescendo

Throughout the first day, the competition went

Badminton Competition was held by the Crescendo

smooth overall. The participants gathered at the

Student Council at the CHIS Multipurpose Hall. The

hall at 5:30 P.M and were briefed by Kelvin Lim. The

competition was open to all students, staff and

linesmen and judges who were recruited were also

lecturers of Crescendo International College. The

there to facilitate the matches.

competition aimed to instil sportsmanship values to
Crescendorians and connect students from different

By 6:00 P.M, round-robin group stages began for

courses together to compete with each other. There

the 8 teams that participated. All of the team put

were 2 categories for the competition, which were

forth valiant effort and had shown great teamwork

mixed doubles and men’s doubles. A total of 8

throughout the group stages. The group stage went

teams joined the mixed doubles competition while

on for a few rounds before a tiebreaker was done to

the men’s doubles were joined by 10 teams. The

determine the group seeding, which would

mixed doubles were held on the first day, while the

determine the groups that advanced to the next

men’s double were held on the second.

elimination rounds.

Gold Medalists:
Chavez Tan & Charrine Yip

Silver Medalists:
Lee Chun Keat & Leong Sin Yee

Finally, the winners, Chavez Tan and Charrine Yip came
out victorious after a well-fought finals with the runner-up,
Lee Chun Keat and Leong Sin Yee.

On the second day, the men’s doubles tournament was
held. 20 players arrived at the hall at 5:30 P.M and was
briefed by Ben Lim on the format of the matches. The group
stages started at 6:00 P.M and went on for more rounds than
the previous day as more teams were present.
A fierce and competitive atmosphere filled the hall as the
players played their heart out to fight for the championship.
There was also a large crowd present at the moment to
witness exciting matches played by all the teams. Eyeballs
dashed to and fro as the shuttlecocks rallied between the
teams that were playing against each other. The audience’s
loud and lively cheers echoed across the hall just like the
previous day, and it portrayed a spirit of sportsmanship
among the players.

However, due to time constraints, the tournament
had to be cut short and some changes of the
format were implemented. Teams that advanced
were dedicated to compete further in the
knockout stages. In the end, Leong Shi How and
Khor Zhi Jie emerged as the champion of the
men’s double tournament, while Ooi Min Jie and
Koh Shao Chuan became the well-deserved
runner up of the competition.
In

conclusion,

the

Crescendo

Badminton

Gold Medalists:
Leong Shi How & Khor Zhi Jie

Competition showcased the competitive spirit
possessed by the gifted Crescendorians who had
participated in this competition. We hope that
more students can involve themselves in sports
and join competitions in the near future to breed
sportsmanship among the community of the
college.

Heartiest

appreciation

and

congratulations to all committed competitors of
this competition.
Silver Medalists:
Ooi Min Jie & Khor Shao Chuan

GUNUNG PANTI

Mountain Climbing
The best view comes after the hardest climb

On

23rd

of

February

2019,

a

total

of

46

students

and

staff

members

participated in the Panti Mountain Climbing Trip organised by Crescendo
International College. All the students departed at 6 am from Crescendo
International College’s campus. Within an hour, they reached Gunung Panti.
Thrilled and excited, everyone awaits for an adventurous hiking. Hiking means
the venture of going long distances in the wilderness especially on foot for
knowledge, pleasure and a in the form of exercise. Hiking is exploration
because it takes one near the allure of nature.

"I go to nature to be soothed and healed,
and to have my senses put in order."
- John Burroughs

At 7 30 am, everyone started their journey into the wilderness of beauty. The
view of trees, bushes and a stream was pleasing to the eyes of the students. A
contact was made between the students and the nature. The noises of nature
like the rustling of leaves and the whispers of birds gave a new essence for all
the students.

They got through all the obstacles in front of them. It gave them a feeling of serene as they abandoned the
congested city and entered Gunung Panti away from all the craziness. It gave everyone a thrilling feeling as it
was a mountainous area. The thrill of climbing up and down a slope, a splendor of sunrise behind a mountain
above one’s head, these conveyed a rare beauty and interest to one’s journey. As they hiked across the mountain,
they walked among a winding motor road and passed across the mountain as they seek for adventure.

“Each fresh peak ascended teaches something.”
Sir Martin Conway

One best thing about hiking is it sharpens the power of

At last, everyone managed to come to the conclusion of the

observation because nothing will escape one’s eyes. Everything

journey. Everyone were hungry as a hyena and were as thirsty as

can be seen and provoke one’s interest. It happened to all the

a fish. We took off to the city so that everyone could tame their

students that participated in the trip. They discovered leeches,

growling tummy. Once everyone had their share of meal, they

ants, huge leaves and many more. By joining this wonderful trip,

went back to the bus and took a sound slumber under the roof

they forgot all about their anxiety on assignments, examinations

of the bus. Everyone were sent back to the campus and the

and problems each of their own. Besides getting a peace of

journey

mind, hiking is also known as one of the healthiest activities. It

motivation, everyone managed to reach the peak and saw the

checks a complete dodge from the pressing and busy pursuits

beauty of our mother earth. The trip was a success as it gave

of life and therefore gives to the mind the rest it merits. The

benefits and life lessons to everyone that participated in it.

whole body experiences the benefits of hiking.

ended

delightfully.

With

constant

support

and

itnaP gnunuG ta
FFATS DNA STNEDUTS

Pasir
Gudang
Pollution
On 16th March 2019, Crescendo Student Council
volunteered in the Pasir Gudang crisis that
happened in March due to methane poisoning.
111

schools

preschools

along
in

Pasir

with

kindergartens

Gudang

district

and
were

ordered to shut. More than 2000 victims had
been admitted in the Pasir Gudang Stadium for
treatment. It was reported that an illegal tyre
recycling factory had allegedly dumped chemical
waste in Sungai Kim Kim in Pasir Gudang on the
6th March 2019.

DR DZULKEFLY AHMAD
Ministry of Health Malaysia

On the following day, several students, teachers and canteen workers from
SMK Pasir Putih and SK Putih had experienced nausea, dizziness and
vomiting. As of 14th March 2019, there were a total of 2,775 people who was
affected by the chemical pollution, with 1,906 cases reported in Pasir
Gudang and 869 cases in Johor Bahru.
Crescendo Student Council’s team members mainly the upper committees
gave a lending hand during the time of crisis. Their contribution helped a
lot during the hard time.
They helped in sorting out and organizing all the foods and drinks that
were sponsored by many companies for the pollution. By sorting out the
food, CSC team made the other volunteers to rest and made things easier
for the victims that came there for treatment.

Besides doing a great deed, CSC team had a great opportunity to meet and
have a talking session with Our Minister of Health, Dr Dzulkefly Ahmad
that came to visit the victims of the methane poisoning. They discussed
with him regarding the pollution and introduced our college to him. He
was glad that they came to volunteer and gave support during the crucial
time. Besides giving his appreciation, he also encouraged them to
volunteer in events like this in future.

Crescendo Student Council is active in both college and social services.
They have been a dedicated volunteer and have shown how important it is
to help others without getting paid in all events.

Poliklinik Dinar
Health Campaign

On the 8th of December 2018, 30
volunteers from various courses in
Crescendo International College
were gathered by the Crescendo
Student Council to take part in the
“Love Your Heart, Love Your
Lungs” health campaign.

The invited guests of the campaign, namely YB Steven Choong Shiau Yoon, Member of Parliament of
Tebrau, and Mr. Kenny Go Kwang Poh from Lab E also arrived and was greeted by Dato’ Dr Azhar bin Amir
Hamzah from Poliklinik Dinar. Moreover, some officers from the Ministry of Health Malaysia had arrived to
inspect and supervise the event.

The campaign was organised by Poliklinik Dinar and Tebrau Parliamentary Service Centre at the
mentioned clinic, which is located at just a stone’s throw away from the college. The objective of the
campaign was to spread awareness to the public about health care and diseases caused by
environmental factors.

At 7:00 A.M, the volunteers gathered at Poliklinik Dinar to take their attendance. Apart from the volunteers,
performers and staff of the clinic were also present at the venue to standby for the preparation of the
campaign. After taking their attendance, the volunteers were split into groups and the staff delegated
some tasks for each group.

Booths were also erected for some health care companies to exhibit their products at the
campaign. Some booths were designated for health screening stalls, where the
participants of the campaign can go for a simple medical check-up such as taking their
blood glucose level reading and their blood pressure reading. Some people from the
public had also taken interest in the event and came to see the commotion.

At 8:00 A.M, the campaign main event started with an aerobic exercise session. Volunteers from our college led the
participants and the guests of the events by conducting the warming-up session. Following the aerobic exercise
was the introductory speech by Dato’ Dr. Azhar. He praised the volunteers in his introductory speech for
participating in this campaign as the involvement of youth in the campaign greatly helps the aim of the campaign
to spread awareness about health care to the public, especially towards the future contributing generation of
society.

After

the

program

was

inaugurated,

volunteers were designated to each booth
to help out the health care companies to
promote their products or conduct health
screening for the other participants. Some
volunteers

were

tasked

to

handle

registration work and a lucky draw for the
campaign. A blood donation drive was
also conducted at the campaign.
Also, a colouring contest was held for the
young children who were present on that
day. The volunteers worked diligently to
give assistance to their respective booths
by promoting their goods and services to
the public. Most people flocked in during
lunch hours to undergo health screening
to check up on their health and to join the
lucky draw.

At around 3:00 P.M, the prize-giving and closing
ceremony for the colouring competition and
lucky draw were held to award the fortunate
winners. Among some of the lucrative prizes
include some healthy snacks and drinks, useful
electrical appliances, and hampers.

After the ceremony, the volunteers received their
certificates of appreciation and some free gifts
given by Dato’ Dr. Azhar. He commended the
volunteers

for

coming

and

expressed

his

appreciation to the Crescendo Student Council
for gathering the hardworking volunteers for the
event. He hoped that the campaign had
benefitted the volunteers on building their softskills when promoting products and carrying out
the tasks delegated. It had been an eventful and
fruitful day for the volunteers.

X-TRAORDINARY
RUN 2019
It has been a fun run
for everyone!
On the 6th of April 2019, Crescendo Student
Council participated in the X-traordinary Run
2019.It was a charity fun run co-organized by
Malaysian Medics International (MMI) Malaysia,
Persatuan Sindrom Down Negeri Johor (PSDNJ)
and Majlis Bandaraya Johor Bahru (MBJB).
It was organised for a good cause and to raise
funds for people with Down Syndrome in
conjunction with World Down Syndrome Day
(WDSD) 2019.

World
Down
Syndrome
Day
(WDSD)

2019

Running, uniquely among sports, often becomes a

The charity fun run started at 6.15 am. It started with

symbol of freedom, peace and health. High profile

the arrivals of participants and all the VIPs. At 8 am,

events such as running will often have thousands of

warm-up

spectators as well as the potential for social media

participants were done by the organizers. All the

coverage.

participants were waiting with full of excitement.

Runners and support teams supporting branded

At around 8.30 am the organisers flagged off the X-

clothing

public

traordinary Run participants. All the participants

consciousness mainly through social media platform.

started the run with full of energy and with a smile

This charity fun run could be said a success as 2500

on their face. It was a great sight to see as everyone

participants participated in it. Participants with down

became a team and ran for the sake of raising funds

syndrome also participated and made the run merrier.

for people with down syndrome..

helped

bring

this

charity

to

and

stretching

session

with

the

CHARITY
RUN
The best part of the run was the 5KM
route as it was along the scenic Johor
Bahru

heritage

trail

and

iconic

landmarks. All the participants enjoyed
the fresh breath throughout the run.
Besides

that,

the

organisers

had

prepared bottles of mineral water at
every stop for the participants to quench
their thirst.
Moreover, it was a very successful and a
noble event as it was to recognise and
acknowledge

people

with

Down

syndrome and also those who live and
work with them throughout the world. It
also

contributed

in

raising

public

awareness and creating a single global
voice for advocating for the rights,
inclusion and well being of people with
Down syndrome.
It is important that we recognise and
have

a

disability.

proper
By

contributing
disability.

perspective
doing

towards

so,

towards
we

people

are
with

v

GOODBYE SENIORS

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS

MAO YING YING

CHEW HUI MEI

MAN SHIEK KEE

TEE JASMINE

“Learn from yesterday,
live for today, hope for
tomorrow”

“Do not make decisions
when you are angry. Do
not make promises
when you are happy.”

“I am not lazy, I am on
energy saving mode.”

“Study hard and play
hard!”

WONG CHIN XIN

NUR HAZIRAH

LEE ZHEN ZHEN

LEE WEN

“There is no secret to
success other than
preparation, hard work,
and learning from
failures.”

If you think college is
hard, you're wrong
because life is harder.”

“The harder you work for
something, the greater
you’ll feel when you
achieve it.”

“Have Courage. Be
Kind.”

LEE CHUN KEAT

TAN CHIN XIAN

ENG YI HANG

WONG KAI HOU

“Stop looking at me, I’m
afraid you fell in love”

“If you want something
you never had, you have
to do something you’ve
never done”

“to be or not to be, this
is the question but never
been my problem”

“If it wasn't hard,
everyone would do it.
It's the hard that makes
it great.”

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS

LOH YI JING

KEE HUAN XIU

LIU YAO

THAM YEE TEN

“People will talk behind
your back. Make sure
you give them an
interesting topic 😉”

“What we learn with
pleasure we never
forget.”

The future’s not set,
there’s no fate but what
we make for ourselves.

“Your hard work will pay
off.”

THAM YEE TING

WONG SIONG ONN

KHOR WEN QING

“With determination and
dedication, you can
make it happen.”

“Dream big and dare to
fail”

“Handsome guy doesn’t
exist in Crescendo”

Never give up, great
things take time

CHAN WAN TING

TAN WEI SHI

ONG JIA HENG

NG JING TING

“Study Smart not Study
Hard.”

“Life isn’t about finding
yourself. It’s about
creating yourself.”

Don’t wait.
The time will never be
just right.

If the opportunity
doesn’t knock, build a
door.

CHAN YING YI

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS

KEW YAN KAY

CHONG ZE YIN

KIEW YEN CHYI

YEOH MIN SHIAN

Journey of a thousand
miles begins with single
step.

“Graduation season, but
friendship does not
graduate, youth does
not graduate”

Show thinking

"If opportunity doesn't
knock, build a door."

HUN HUI MIN

YAW SIU YUN

LEOW MAN TENG

THEA SZE QI

Don’t give up on your
dreams. Keep sleeping.

Don’t stop until you are
proud.

“Cooperation is better
than working alone”

Finally, I have finished
my diploma and my
quotes.

DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

TOH JIA MING

CHEN TING WEI

BRYAN LAU JUN LOCK

ADAM LIM

“Simple but perfect ”

“You must continue to
dream the wild dream
that you dreamed when
you were young.”

“It will take a nation of
millions to hold me
back.”

“It do be like that
sometimes.”

TYLER TAN SEAN

SIM WEI SHAN

R. KISHARN

S. MUVENTHIRAN

“If at first you don't
succeed, try to hide your
astonishment.”

“Lost is not dread. The
most terrible is when
you lost yourself.”

“Computers are good at
following instructions,
but not at reading your
mind.”

“Success is how high you
bounce after you hit
bottom.”

YU KWOK YAO

CHUA ZI YING

JOHNATHAN TAY

HUN WEI JIE

“Always look in the
mirror more - you will
understand the reasons
for many things.”

“Don't wish it were
easier; wish you were
better.”

“System.out.println
("HWJ is very
handsome");”

“Don’t stop thinking
about tomorrow. It’ll
soon be here.”

DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

JORDAN LING

HO ZHENG HAO

SHIM KWONG FEI

“Yesterday is history.
Tomorrow is mystery.”

“If at first you don’t
succeed, try, try again
then give up. ”

“Don't cry because of
the result. Smile because
it happened.”

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE SERVICES

CHAN YI LIN

FAYTHE WONG

GAN JIA HUI

GOH SIN YEE

“I'd rather be a rising
ape than be a falling
angel.”

“I never look back,
darling. It distracts from
the now.”

“There are no regrets in
life. Just lessons.”

“When you have a
dream, you've got to
grab it and never let go.”

HU YI YUNE

T. JEROSHA STEVEN

KELVIN LIM

REKHA GAYATHRI

Keep going and keep
learning

“Don’t wait for
opportunity. Create it.”

“Fall in love and cherish
the moment.”

“Sometimes the right
path is not the easiest
one.”

SHAWN DYLAN

TAN CHIA MING

TAN JING RUI

WONG HSIN HUI

Belief, self-confidence,
faith, trust and failure
are the key of
everything.

If opportunity doesn't
knock, build a door.

What we learn with
pleasure we never
forget.

It does not matter how
slowly you go as long as
you do not stop.

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE SERVICES

T. ARIVINDHAN

BANG SUNGA

BEAK SEUNGAH

CHO YERYUNG

“Fall down seven times
get up eight.”

“Start thinking of our
future and let past
worries eat itself up.”

“The past cannot be
changed. The future is
yet in your power”

“Wisdom outweighs any
wealth.”

CHO YUJIN

CHOI HUI-WON

CHOI YEONJU

CHOO EUNBIN

“Set your goals high, and
don't stop till you get
there.”

“I never dreamed about
success; I worked for it.”

“Do not give up and do
not allow the problem to
defeat you.”

“If I can’t get a miracle, I
will become one.”

EOM HYERIN

GIM JIWOO

HEO DAYEONG

HONG JIHYUN

“The worst sin passion
can commit, is to be
joyless.”

“Dreams do come true.”

“Manners make a
woman.”

“Be the change that you
wish to see in the
world.”

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE SERVICES

HWANG HYEHUN

HWANG SOYEON

IN JINYEONG

IM JIYE

“Live life to the fullest,
and focus on the
positive.”

“It’s a choice not a
chance that determines
your destiny.”

“Little things can make
such a big difference.”

“If you don't like
something, change it. If
you can't change it,
change your attitude”.

IM SUGYEONG

JANG HYEONJI

JANG HYOJUNG

JEON EUNBEEN

“A positive attitude can
really make dreams
come true - it did for
me.”

“Your positive action
combined with positive
thinking results in
success.”

“Yesterday is not ours to
recover, but tomorrow is
ours to win or lose.”

“Always do your best.
What you plant now, you
will harvest later.”

KANG JEHYUN

KANG MINKYOUNG

KIM CHANJU

KIM GWIHYEON

“Every new day comes
new strength and new
thoughts.”

“Failure will never
overtake if your
determination to
succeed is stronger”

“Don't watch the clock;
do what it does. Keep
going.”

“I am rare, and there is
value in all rarity;
therefore, I am
valuable.”

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE SERVICES

KIM HANBIT

KIM HANEUL

KIM HYEJI

KIM KULIM

“Just try to be happy.
Unhappiness starts with
wanting to be happier”

“Where there is a will,
there is a way.”

“The future belongs to
those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams.”

“Let the beauty of what
you love be what you
do.”

KIM SOHEE

KIM SUHYEON

KIM SUMI

KIM YENA
“Start where you are.
Use what you have. Do
what you can.”

“Success is the result of
perfection, hard work,
learning from failure,
and persistence.”

“The most effective way
to do it, is to do it.”

“Expect problems and
eat them for breakfast.”

KO MINJI

KWAK JINSOL

KWON YELIM

“Try your best rather
than be the best.”

“If you fell down
yesterday, stand up
today.”

“What you do today can
improve all your
tomorrows.”

LEE DOEUN
“You are never too old
to set another goal or to
dream a new dream.”

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE SERVICES

LEE HONGJU

LEE JI

LEE JOOHEE

LEE MINJOO

“The will to succeed is
important, but what's
more important is the
will to prepare.”

“No matter how many
goals you have achieved,
you must set your sights
on a higher one.”

“For every two minutes
of glamour, there are
eight hours of hard
work.”

“Believe in yourself!
Have faith in your
abilities!”

LEE NAEUN

LEE SEUNGYEON

LEE SOOHYEON

LEE SOWON

“Ever tried. Ever failed.
No matter. Try Again.
Fail again. Fail better.”

“There are no traffic
jams on the extra mile”

“ If it’s important to
you, you’ll find a way. If
not, you’ll find an
excuse.”

“Challenges are what
make life interesting.
Overcoming them is
what makes life
meaningful ”

LEE SUJIN

LEE SUMIN

LEE SUWAN

LEE YUNJI

“I’ve failed over and over
and over again in my life.
And that is why I
succeed.”

“Don’t let your victories
go to your head, or your
failures go to your
heart.”

“Failure is the
opportunity to begin
again more
intelligently.”

“Strive for progress, not
perfection.”

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE SERVICES

LIM EUNYOUNG

LIM WOOJIN

LYU HAYOUNG

MA JIEUN

“A dream doesn't
become reality through
magic; it takes sweat and
hard work.”

“Work hard, stay
positive, and get up
early. It's the best part of
the day.”

“Put your heart, mind,
and soul into even your
smallest acts. This is the
secret of success.”

“Whoever wants to wear
the crown should bear
the weight of it”.

NA TAEHUI

PARK BOKYOUNG

PARK EOJIN

PARK MINJI

“I’m always a student,
never a master. I have to
keep moving forward.”

“People fail forward to
success.”

“My peers say I have
made a difference. That
means more to me than
winning an Oscar.”

“Do your best with
enthusiasm.”

PARK SOJIN

PARK SOMLEE

PARK SOYEONG

PARK YUJIN

“At any time, happiness
comes after frustration
like the sun comes out
after rain.”

“Once you replace
negative thoughts with
positive ones, you’ll start
having positive results.”

“I always like to look on
the optimistic side of
life.”

“Live your life as
yourself.”

DIPLOMA IN AIRLINE SERVICES

SEONG HAEJI

SEONG JEONGEUN

SHIN JAEEUN

SHIN JIYE

“You can’t be someone if
you don’t love yourself
first.”

“I’m an optimist, and
that is what helps me
the most in difficult
moments.”

“Attitude is a little thing
that makes a big
difference.”

“The will of me is my
success.”

SHIN SUYEON

SON SANGHYEOK

SONG YUNA

SUK DAHYE

“Don’t give up in any
situation.”

“I take responsibility of
my own happiness, I
never put it in other
people’s hands.”

“Don’t take tomorrow
for granted.”

“You are never too old
to set another goal or to
dream a new dream.”

YOON NARA
“Be mindful. Be grateful.
Be positive. Be true. Be
kind.”

UOL: Bachelor of Law

CHING BE WEN

PAVITIRA ELANGO

TAY YU RONG

LEW HUI YEE

"Nobody can change
you, except your desire
to make a change"

“Hardships often
prepare ordinary people
for an extraordinary
destiny”- C.S. Lewis

"Do something today
that your future self will
thank you for”

“Nothing is impossible
when you believe”

ALENA WE YAN TING

LOO SAI MEON

BRENDA LEONG

WONG JIA HUI

“Do what you can, with
what you have, where u
are. Start now”

“Nothing is truly
impossible if you try”

“College was easy like
riding a bike...that was
on fire”

“Everything is variable:
from dreams to reality”

TEO WEN TING

LEE YI HUI

LIM SIEW LING

JEREMY CHAN

“Don’t stop until you’re
proud”

“Tough times never last,
but tough people do”

“Smooth sea never made
a skillful sailor”

“Dig deeper than worms,
Swim faster than
dolphins,
Fly higher than birds”

UOL: Bachelor of Law

LENG MING YONG

G. TEENESH

SAMUEL LUEH

LEONG HAO JIE

“For every end it’s only
another beginning.
Embrace yourself. Bon
Voyage.”

“There is no substitute
for hard work”

“Life is not about getting
and taking. it’s about
giving and being”

“They asked me to write
something. So here it is:
SOMETHING”

NG ZHI XUAN

TAN MENG KHONG

LI POH XUAN

ANGELIA LEE SZE SHIN

“Success is walking from
failure to failure with no
loss of enthusiasm”

“Difficult circumstances
serve as a textbook of
life”

“If opportunity doesn’t
knock, build a door” Milton Berle

"How to submit my
quote?"

SOO ZHENG JIE

MENAGA RAJANDRAN

CHRISTY GAN

MAH SEAH YEE

“We are extraordinary”

“Apart from knowledge,
I also gained weight
from this college”

“Never trust anyone who
has not brought a book
with them”

“Learning never
exhausts the mind”
- Leonardo da Vinci

UOL: Bachelor of Law

Cheah Eva

Phang Jia Yin

“So no one told you life
was gonna be this way”

“Your college life is the
start of something
wonderful.”

UOL: Business and Management

NG SHI ZHENG

HONG KE XIN

WONG HUI XING

J. SHERLIN SANTHIA

“Believe in yourself,
there is always people
who believe in you”

“Spread joy. Chase your
wildest dreams”

“You can be overdressed
or overeducated”

“Be fearless in the
pursuit of what ignites
your soul”

SIM JIA EN

YONG HUI JIE

ANG QIAO LING

YOO XIN YUE

“Try to learn something
about everything and
everything about
something”

“There is no substitute
for hard work”

“If you can dream it, you
can do it!”

“Graduation is not the
end; it’s the beginning”

AMIRARSALAN

OOI KHENG SENG

KEE SHU NING

TEY QIN TECK

“You get paid for your
value not time”

“Wherever you go, go
with all your heart”

“The best time for new
beginnings is now”

“Knowledge is not
power. The
implementation of
knowledge is power”

UOL: Business and Management

LEE JIMIN
“The only way to survive
in UOL is time
management”

UOL: Accounting and Finance

JOCELYN SOH

LOW ZHENG DA

TEO HONG CHII

KAW SHIM YEE

“Stop dreaming about
high school musical”

“You only live once!”

“Result is nothing. Don’t
let it affect your future”

“Difficult roads often
lead to beautiful
destinations”

YEAP ZI NI

EE SHU QI

TEO JIA WEN

CHENG SHU CHUN

“An investment in
knowledge always pays
the best interest”

“Pathemata mathemata
– learn from sufferings”

“Strive for progress, not
perfection”

“The best way to predict
the future is to create it”

HENG SIEW YEN

M. NAVINADEVI

LOW ZHI KUAN

KIW JIAN MIN

“Be heroes of your own
stories”

“Education is an attitude
and attitude is
everything”

“Positive thinker sees
the invisible, feels the
intangible and achieves
the impissible”

“Life is changing
according to your heart.
Faith is powerful”

UOL: Accounting and Finance

TEO HUI HUI

CHO SHU MIN

PANG LI WEN

WONG YI BING

“Your life as a caterpillar
has expired. Your wings
are ready”

“The thing about new
beginning is that they
require something else
to end

“Actions speak louder
than words”

“A dream doesn’t work
unless you do”

KUA JIA HUI

NG HUI SIN

LEE YI SHAN

WONG PEI BOON

“Fall down seven times,
get up eight”

“When you leave here,
don’t forget why you
came”

“Expect nothing.
Appreciate everything”

“Don’t waste any
chances for doing the
best!”

RAYNOLD TAN

KEE CHING YING

CHIU LEE CHEE

TAN SIEW MUI

“Enjoy and maximize all
the pleasures which life
affords!

“You can never plan the
future by the past”

“Compete with yourself
but not other, be better
than nobody but
yourself”

“Always deliver more
than expected!”

UOL: Accounting and Finance

FOONG YI MEI

ESTHER NG HUI HSIEN

YONG MEI QI

CHUNG PEI SZE

“Energy and persistence
conquer all things”

“Don’t lose your present
to your past”

“The future belongs to
those who prepare for it
today”

“Life isn’t about finding
yourself. Life is about
creating yourself”

EMILY WAN

LIM LAN SEA

HAW WEE LIANG

CHUNG MUN LING

“Try positive actions not
only positive thinking”

“Never underestimate
your power to change
yourself”

“The more effort you
make, the more fortunes
you get”

“Love what you do and
you’re halfway there”

TAY ZI SHAN

DORCAS LIM

YONG JIA MIN

LEONG JIA JUN

“Stressed and depressed
but sill I’m success
obsessed”

“Whenever you find
yourself on the side of
the majority, it is time to
pause and reflect”

“It doesn’t matter how
slow you go as long you
don’t stop”

“A person who is failing
to plan is planning to
fail”

UOL: Accounting and Finance

WONG CHIA WEN

KEE SHU QI

ONG CHING YEE

FELICIA TEH HUI YI

“A dream is only a
dream until you decide
to make it real”

“The more you weight
the harder you are to
kidnap; stay safe, eat
cake”

“Refuse to be average.
Aim to be unstoppable”

“Learn from yesterday,
live for today, hope for
tomorrow”

A LEVEL (SCIENCE)

Bavithrah Devi A/P
Lakshamanan Raja
"Develop a passion for
learning. If you do,
you will never cease to
grow”

Ben Pong Jun Xian
"Amblyopic, a brony,
possible furry, and
local nerd. Likes
pineapple on pizza"

Chong Yin Lin
"Under the pressure,
under the weight, we
are diamonds taking
shape"

Wong Jing Hui
"Silence is full of
answers"

Foo Jes Mynn
"It is absolutely still
possible to make a
difference” – Michelle
Obama

Loa Wei Xin

Jason Tan Heng Kern

Lee Yu Min

"They say great things
take time, that’s why
I’m always late"

"Nothing will work
unless you do"

"Nothing is impossible
for a willing heart"

Nurliyana Binti
Mohamed Noh

Wong Xue Yun

Liew Si Xuan

Christopher Ong Wen
Guang

"Yes that is my name"

"Make new friends;
play together, study
together"

"We’ll be in full bloom
at the end of these
hardship"

"Laughter keeps you
healthy, maybe that’s
why I’m so pale"

A LEVEL (SCIENCE)

Christopher Foo Ming
Yu

Ong Xiu Wen

Ch'ng Ying Zhe

Jegathiesh A/L
Krishnasamy

Fool without a "l"

"Dreams don’t work
unless you work for it"

"Good Grief"
- Charlie Brown

"Don’t follow your
dreams, follow my IG"

Ivy Tan Wan Yee

Lim Yan Bin

Chong Fu Yong

Tay Kai Lin

"Live for the moments
you can't put into
words"

"Remember, it’s
gonna be like that
sometimes"

"If people are talking
behind your back,
then just fart"

"I'm not lazy, I’m on
power saving mode"

A-LEVEL (COMMERCE)

THURGA SARAH

JONRIQUE ANG

TOO HUI RONG

MUHAMAD HAIRY

"Don't confuse
education with
intelligence."

"The burning passion
inside you is what made
it possible."

"Life is tough but the
show must go on."

Ii follow the wind
wherever it takes me."

LIM ZHI EN

YEOW CHIAN TING

CHAN CHOUN YAIN

THEN ZHI XIN

"This wasn’t like any
Korean school drama at
all."

"There are no regrets in
life. Just lessons."

"Youth means limitless
possibilities."

"We never lose, we
either win or learn."

NOR MARISSA ALIA

OOI YI QI

JOAN TE ZU EN

ZACHARY LIM KAI FU

"Please keep in touch,
my friends!"

"There is never a good
reason for being late,
just stayback."

"Live to learn, not learn
to live."

"Will always deliver the
best and have branded
‘success’ as my second
name"

A-LEVEL (COMMERCE)

LIM WANG TING

ONG WAN QING

CHENG TENG FANG

TAN JING YI

"Diligence is the starting
point of success."

"There is no regrets in
life. Just lessons."

"Go easy on the soul."

LIM ZHE XUAN

LING XIN TUNG

LOO JEI XIN

R. HARENTHRA

"I figure, everyone gets
extraordinarily nostalgic
in CIC" #JBY

"The past cannot be
changed. The future is
yet in your power."

"Fight your best until
success"

"Law is life, law is love."

MEERA MERLYNAH

Y. PAVITRA

TAY ZHUO YI

LEE JIA JIN

"The future belongs to
those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams."

"Dare to dream."
~ Walt Disney

"Guys, don’t pick Law."

"Defeat is not bitter
unless you swallow it."

"Be fearless in the
pursuit of what sets your
soul on fire."

A-LEVEL (COMMERCE)

K. SARVINDRAN
"You need to see the
bottom before you can
make your way to the
sky."

WONG XIAN QI

MOHAMAD ZAMIR

CHE PUI LEI

"If you think you are too
small to make a
difference, try sleeping
with a mosquito"

"Nothing great in the
world has ever been
accomplished without
passion."
- G.W.F. Hegel

"My handphone screen
is brighter than my
future."

